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A biography of six writers on food and wine whose lives and careers intersected in mid-twentiethcentury France During les trente glorieuses—a thirty-year boom period in France between the

end of World War II and the 1974 oil crisis—Paris was not only the world’s most delicious,

stylish, and exciting tourist destination; it was also the world capital of gastronomic genius and

innovation. The Gourmands’ Way explores the lives and writings of six Americans who
chronicled the food and wine of “the glorious thirty,” paying particular attention to their individual

struggles as writers, to their life circumstances, and, ultimately, to their particular genius at
sharing awareness of French food with mainstream American readers. In doing so, this group

biography also tells the story of an era when America adored all things French. The group is
comprised of the war correspondent A. J. Liebling; Alice B. Toklas, Gertrude Stein’s life partner,

who reinvented herself at seventy as a cookbook author; M.F.K. Fisher, a sensualist and fabulist
storyteller; Julia Child, a television celebrity and cookbook author; Alexis Lichine, an ambitious
wine merchant; and Richard Olney, a reclusive artist who reluctantly evolved into a brilliant writer
on French food and wine.Together, these writer-adventurers initiated an American cultural

dialogue on food that has continued to this day. Justin Spring’s The Gourmands’ Way is the first
book ever to look at them as a group and to specifically chronicle their Paris experiences.
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home and abroadEvery man has two countries—France and his own.—John F. Kennedy, on his

state visit to Paris, 1961De toutes les passions, la seule vraiment respectable me paraît être la

gourmandise.—Guy de Maupassant, “Amoureux et Primeurs”IntroductionThe three women and
three men in this book are a lively, sensual, fractious, and deeply opinionated group. They come
from all walks of life and all levels of the socioeconomic spectrum, and include an artist, a

homemaker, a businessman, a journalist, a novelist, and a woman of letters. Some of them were
rich, and some were poor; some were happily married, while others had passionate affairs and

multiple partners, and still others lived mostly alone. They are A. J. Liebling, the finest war
correspondent, sportswriter, and man-on-the-street reporter of his generation; Alice Toklas, life

partner of Gertrude Stein, who reinvented herself, at age seventy-five, as a cookbook author and
memoirist; M.F.K. Fisher, a sensualist storyteller and fabulist; Julia Child, who evolved from a

pleasure-loving newlywed to America’s greatest television food celebrity; Alexis Lichine, a wildly

ambitious wine merchant and connoisseur; and Richard Olney, an expatriate artist who evolved

(but only reluctantly) into a cookbook author and wine expert writing for both French and

American readerships. My goal in this book is to describe some very specific moments and
experiences that seem to me to have shaped their characters and careers, but in doing so I will

also look at a particular historical period during which France and its cooking briefly captured the

American popular imagination. Along the way I will observe how that American fascination with
French food first bloomed; how profusely it flourished; and then how quickly it faded—all through

the epicurean adventures of six hungry bons viveurs.While this book is primarily about writers
and their writing, it is also about Paris. Cherished by generations of Americans for its beauty,
sensuality, and luxury, the French capital emerged from World War II relatively unscathed (at

least compared with Europe’s other leading cities) and during the boom years that followed the
war, it became once again a world center for fashion, philosophy, and the arts. More important to

this book, it also renewed its reputation as the world capital of gastronomy. Understandably,

many Americans who came to Paris during these years made fine dining a prime concern. In
doing so, they benefited enormously from the strength of the postwar dollar and the virtual
collapse of the European market for luxury food and drink—circumstances that allowed them, for

a brief while, to enjoy the world’s greatest wines and most celebrated cuisine at what today
seem like rock-bottom prices.In looking at the Parisian experiences of these six innovative

writers, I hope to demonstrate how much of their excitement about food and wine came to them
not only through adventurous eating and drinking, but also through French gastronomic literature

(and, by association, through French literary culture)—for while few Americans realize it, much

of what these writers wrote came out of (or in some cases was appropriated from) writing on
food and wine by the French. Up to now, few of their biographers have looked at the lively writing
on food and wine taking place among the French during the period 1900 to 1975. But even as I

juxtapose French and American food writings and food experiences of the past century, I intend

to show how truly daring and innovative these six Americans actually were in what they wrote—

for none of them was simply presenting readers with a “translated” account of French
gastronomic literature. Rather, they were attempting to explain the nature of French culinary

awareness through their own particular experiences, circumstances, backgrounds, and personal

ambitions. And ultimately each did so in a way that was neither a part of the existing French
tradition nor the evolving American. Rather, each took a new, more relaxed, and relatively

informal approach to food awareness that suited the changing times in which they lived. This
new sort of writing appealed strongly to readers back home—where, thanks to changing social

conditions, literate Americans were suddenly forging new, more thoughtful, and ultimately more

intimate relationships with their kitchens.For each of these writers, the key to their success as
writers lay in presenting French food and wine through the simplifying lens of the self, and in

doing so, offering American readers a new, easy-to-grasp way of acquainting themselves with
French food and wine. They were, in that way, charismatic tour guides specifically for Americans

who might otherwise have been overwhelmed by the complexity of French cuisine and French

foodways. And thanks to their passion for their subject, these writers skillfully communicated the

French preoccupation with food quality, food freshness, terroir, and seasonality—four crucial
French concepts that are today centrally important to the contemporary American understanding

of eating and drinking well.Although each of these six writer-adventurers wrote accounts of their
experiences in France, their Parisian exploits are often only minimally or fragmentarily

documented. But all arrived in Paris with a lively curiosity about what the French ate and drank,
and all had experiences in Paris that shaped the course of their later lives. They had much in

common, and often crossed paths: frequenting the same well-known Paris restaurants and

cafés, admiring the same French writers and chefs, living in the same little neighborhoods,
reading the same great books, enjoying the same great French foods and wines, and even

taking the same road trips to celebrated wine regions and Michelin-starred restaurants.More

important, like the expatriate American writers, artists, and composers of the Lost Generation,

they all came to Paris seeking a better way of living and being. And ultimately they were united in
a common endeavor: the broadening of American cultural awareness about food appreciation,

preparation, and enjoyment. During a moment in American history when food preparation was

focused largely on convenience and economy, these writers found in France something entirely
different: a sense of the importance (and pleasure!) of good food and wine to everyday life. They

engaged, each in his or her own way, in a cross-cultural exchange of ideas about eating well—
and the knowledge they brought home has continued to inform American food awareness and

food enjoyment ever since.Each of these writers gave America a new way of thinking about food

and wine—and these very different ways of thinking all have their own validity and significance.
Together they seem to me to have initiated an American cultural dialogue on food that has

continued (in an equally fractious, contentious, cacophonous manner) up to the present day—a

gastronomic dialogue that involves not only cookbook authors, memoirists, and food journalists,
but also restaurateurs and reformers, fabulists and home economists, hucksters and raconteurs

and entrepreneurs too. Like a number of other contentious dialogues that evolved among Parisbased American expatriates of the 1950s and 1960s—including dialogues about gender and
racial equality, sexual freedom, political dissent, and the right to free speech and artistic
expression—the food-and-wine dialogue that was begun by these gourmands has helped

establish a new way of thinking about eating well in the United States: one that was not about

economy or convenience, but about pleasure, balance, restraint, and, ultimately, about wellbeing. The stories, guides, and information they presented so appetizingly to their readers may

have been considered by their literary contemporaries as not much more than instruction

manuals, diversion, and light entertainment. However, anyone who cares to look back in time

can now clearly see that through these writers’ combined efforts, French gastronomical
knowledge, wisdom, and excitement became part of American culture. Through them, the age-

old French dialogue surrounding food, wine, and the table started to become an American

dialogue as well.ONELiebling and the Lion of BelfortWhen the Allied forces entered Paris on

August 25, 1944, war correspondent A. J. Liebling (or “Joe”) was right there with them. Thanks to
his high-level connections in the U.S. Third Army, he had been attached to its First Infantry
Division since its campaign in North Africa, filing stories for The New Yorker throughout the war.

He had not been allowed to accompany them across the Channel on D-day, but three weeks
later, he had been shipped over and given his own jeep and driver to facilitate his reporting on

the aftermath of the Allied invasion. It had been a busy couple of months. Then, at summer’s
end, the Allies had marched on Paris, and five days of heavy fighting brought them to the
outskirts of the city. Liebling followed behind, keeping as close to the action as he could, but

getting up to Paris was not easy. There was continuing resistance from the Germans. Many
bridges, buildings, and roads had been sabotaged along the way, and there had been

blockades, traffic jams, and random gun- and artillery fire as well. But at last Liebling’s driver
reached the southern entry into the capital, the Porte d’Orléans.Liebling had last seen Paris four

years and two months earlier, just hours before the arrival of the Nazis, and now he was one of

the first Allied journalists to return. The city had been much on his mind throughout the war: from
boyhood onward, it had been his favorite place on earth. His father, a self-made New York furrier,

had regularly taken the Liebling family to Europe, ostensibly so that his zaftig wife might lose
weight at a German spa. But these health-related journeys had always included a stop or two in

Paris, during which time the entire family ate grandly and to their hearts’ content. Liebling’s
earliest memories of the place, which dated from the years before World War I, had been of
military parades, fantastically curvaceous, full-figured women of the Lillian Russell type, and a

seemingly endless array of elaborate desserts and iced pastries. The elegance of the city, of its

residents, and of its restaurants was all so different from anything he had known at
home.Liebling spent most of his boyhood on the outskirts of New York, in the little beach

community of Far Rockaway, where he was brought up on the plain, eat-it-it’s-good-for-you
cooking of the household’s equally plain German Fräuleins. As boyhood gave way to
adolescence, he developed a passion for military history, a talent for writing, and a predilection

for trouble. Though he didn’t quite fit in with them, he liked to hang out with tough guys and
hoods. And he liked to break rules. After he got booted out of Dartmouth College, he talked his

father into sending him to Paris, saying he would spend the academic year of 1926 to 1927

completing his education at the Sorbonne. His father only reluctantly agreed, but he nonetheless
provided Liebling with a two-thousand-dollar letter of credit, one that enabled his son to spend
the better part of the following school year skipping classes, strolling the boulevards, and eyeing

pretty girls, or else whiling away the hours in restaurants and cafés, reading, smoking, and
learning hands-on all about French wine and French food.The Sorbonne may have bored him,

but French literature and culture did not: Liebling immersed himself that year in various French
novels, histories, and memoirs, and he read all kinds of French newspapers and magazines as
well. At one point, his lifelong love for the racier French classics led him to translate the

pornography of Nicolas-Edme Rétif, hoping he might use his new French to pick up girls. At the

end of that glorious year (having successfully picked up a number of them), he was entirely
broke and without prospects, and upon returning to the United States penniless he was forced to
take a job as a local news reporter in dreary Providence, Rhode Island. “If I had compared my

life to a cake,” he later noted, “the sojourns in Paris would have represented the chocolate filling.

The intervening layers were plain sponge.”1Now, on this day of liberation, as his jeep rumbled
into Paris, the most brilliant and widely read bad-boy reporter of his generation was struck yet
again by the attractiveness of the Parisian women, who seemed to have grown even more
desirable through their years of wartime hardship. They “wore long, simple summer dresses that

left their bodies very free … their bare legs were more smoothly muscled than Frenchwomen’s
before the war, because they had been riding those bicycles or walking ever since taxis

vanished from the streets of Paris, and their figures were better, because the pâtissiers were out

of business.” He was now thirty-nine years old and desperate for a taste of real female company
—not just the pay-and-get-out services of the whores who followed the army. As the beautiful
young Parisiennes on their bicycles bore down upon the oncoming jeeps, all smiles and waves,

he was overwhelmed by a rush of desire. “I understood how those old Sag Harbor whalers must

have felt,” he wrote afterward, “when the women of the islands came swimming out to them like a
school of beautiful tinker mackerel.”The sight of the beautiful city—and of the beautiful

welcoming women on their bicycles, of the jubilant crowds rushing out to meet the advancing

Allied troops, some of them offering up fresh fruit and sandwiches and bottles of wine to the

liberators—was suddenly more than Liebling could bear, and he wept. “There were thousands of

people, tens of thousands, all demonstratively happy,” he wrote of the moment. “In any direction
we looked, there was an unending vista of cheering people. It was like an entry into Paradise.”*

* *All summer had been building to this moment. Liebling could not have been more delighted
with the location for the D-day landings, for he knew Lower Normandy well: he had taken several

long hiking tours there in the fall of 1926, walking an average of fifteen miles a day, quenching

his thirst with pint after pint of hard cider as he went, and punctuating each of his daylong
rambles with an enormous Norman meal. As a result, he recalled much of the gently rolling
landscape from memory—and he recalled the menus too. Most important, he knew that the rich

food of Normandy, based on butter and cream, might well have overwhelmed his digestion had

he not had easy access to Calvados, taking shots of it not only between courses (as the
traditional trou normand*), but also at the meal’s conclusion, as a hefty, tumbler-size digestif.

Eighteen years had passed since those heady student days, but Liebling remembered every

detail of the food and drink of la région Basse-Normandie as clearly as if he had eaten there the
day before. In fact, the whole place made him feel uncannily at home—as he put it, as if “I had
landed on the southern shore of Long Island and drive[n] inland toward Belmont Park.”2Since

disembarking on June 24, he had been interviewing Frenchmen about their experiences of the
German occupation and the D-day landings, composing brilliant and moving stories about the

invasion and its aftermath for The New Yorker. Much of what he wrote about was horrible, and

even weeks after the invasion the smell of death lay all around—the human corpses and cow
carcasses were everywhere. One of his favorite small towns, Vire, in the Calvados, had been

virtually obliterated, and Caen, its capital, had been reduced to smoking rubble. Nevertheless,

he was used to death and destruction by now, and he was feeling more exhilaration than
despair, because the Allies had the Nazis on the run.Moreover, thanks to the season, Normandy

was just then at its most beautiful and welcoming. Summer brought with it sunny afternoons, salt
breezes, and the gentle scent of dog roses blooming in the bocages. The fine flat sandy
beaches had water warm enough for swimming, and everywhere one looked there were broad

open vistas of gray sea, green pasture, and blue sky. So long as Liebling kept filing his stories—
and as he liked to boast, he could “write better than anyone who could write faster, and faster

than anyone who could write better”—he was free to go anywhere and do anything he liked: tour

the local sights, visit with army acquaintances and journalist friends, and seek out the finest
available Norman food and drink. Which was, in fact, easy enough to do since, now that the
Germans had been routed and all transport lines had been blocked or destroyed, Norman

farmers were rich in delectable foodstuffs and eager to turn these perishable goods into cold,

hard cash. As a result, Liebling had ready access to more choice produce and top-quality
artisanal foods than anyone in the army had seen in four long years.3There was also some great
drinking to be done—and not just of the local cidre, pommeau,* or Calvados either. During the

liberation of Cherbourg, while covering the surrender of Fort de Roule, Liebling and a group of
fellow journalists stumbled upon an underground storage room holding a mind-boggling Nazi

treasure trove of brandy, Cointreau, Bénédictine, and Champagne. Since the Allied army had not

yet secured the place, the journalists quickly trundled all they could out to their waiting jeeps and

trucks. “Joe [Liebling] advised us on our choice of liqueurs,” one of them later recalled. “We …

stored them in the jeep just before the MPs placed guards at the entrance of the fort [and] that

supply of booze liberated at Cherbourg lasted us almost all the way to Paris.”4Whether he was
interviewing French civilians or American GIs, Liebling always kept a bottle of Calvados handy
for sharing, for this fine apple brandy was, he found, a great way to loosen up tongues. And it

wasn’t difficult to obtain either, since Norman farmers had been selling it on the black market

throughout the Occupation—both as a form of organized resistance and as a way of providing
for their families. Those Americans and Brits who had the freedom to move about and speak to
the locals at will—journalists mostly—were quick to take advantage of this Norman bounty, and

those fluent enough in French to parse the Guide Michelin did even better. Ernest Hemingway

set up for a while at the Hôtel de la Mère Poulard on Mont-Saint-Michel. The famed inn on the
monastery-island was not exactly the most convenient place from which to file a story, but its
restaurant was legendary: though specializing in omelets, it was strong on a number of gourmet

dishes based on prized local ingredients. Liebling made his way there too, and visited with war
photographer Robert Capa over a long and leisurely lunch. The hotel’s menu featured not only
its famed souffléd omelet cooked over an open fire, but also oysters from Cancale just to the
west, lobsters from the English Channel, and delicate salt-marsh-raised lamb from Avranches to
the immediate east.Not long after that meal at La Mère Poulard, Liebling brought two fellow

journalists to another fine little restaurant he had found north of the Mont, halfway up the

Cotentin peninsula. After a lively negotiation in French with the patron,* he had secured his
buddies a festive lunch of sole bonne femme and tournedos, sauce Choron.† Unfortunately their

dessert was cut short by an emergency call, as they were summoned to witness the Eighth
Corps cleaning out a pocket of German resistance at La-Haye-du-Puits, twelve miles away. The

journalists then came under fire on a roadside strewn with German corpses and rotting cows—a

situation that proved highly compromising to their digestions.5 When the last of the Germans
had been wiped out, Liebling recalled, “We stayed around awhile, rather at a loss for
conversation, then left, feeling that we had atoned for our good lunch.”6Liebling had truly been in
his element in Normandy, for war and gastronomy were the two great loves of his childhood,

when he would lie in bed reading biographies of Napoleon while munching candy bars. Covering
the invasion of Normandy was therefore a dream come true, not only because it marked a great

turning point in the war, but also because Norman cuisine is among the richest and best in all of
France.* Liebling certainly thought so, for he liked rich food and strong drink, and he liked to eat

until it hurt. After so many months in war-ravaged England, where the rations had been meager

and the cooking dreary, he was beside himself at being back among people who understood
intrinsically what it was to eat richly and well. In fact, he was half-convinced he had a Norman
soul. As he later explained to his readers, “The Norman takes his vegetables in the form of
animals—herbivores eat grass [and the Norman] Man, a carnivore, eats herbivores.… [Likewise]

the Norman takes his fruit in the form of cider and its distillate, Calvados.”Liebling loved all
Norman food, but he particularly adored the region’s rich, ripened, full-fat cheeses: Pont
l’Évêque, Neufchâtel, Camembert, and the pungent Livarot, to name just a few. A fellow

journalist later recalled coming upon him in their shared tent one very warm afternoon in late
June, to find Liebling lying on his cot in his undershorts, a classic French novel propped up on

his hairy chest, “and on his rounded belly … an open box of ripe Camembert, which he dipped
into occasionally with a finger.”7 Open-minded about flavors, textures, and scents, Liebling also

went out of his way to secure large quantities of andouillette de Vire, a massive sausage made
entirely of smoked pig intestines. Its heavy barnyard odor was enough to send most Americans

reeling, but Liebling loved its excremental funk. He had always been the most fearless of eaters.
Even after contracting typhoid from sewage-contaminated oysters in childhood, no food had

ever scared him or put him off. Split sheepsheads, tête de veau, tripe, brains, chitterlings—
nothing could deter this gastronomic commando.But during the summer of 1944, Liebling was

eating only the finest—having waited four long years to return to France, he was now ready to lay

down any cash necessary for the best French food that money could buy. “I am still of the
opinion that Lower Normandy has the best sea food, the best mutton (from the salt meadows of

the Avranches region), the best beef, the best butter, the best cream, and the best cheese in

Europe,” he later wrote in his masterpiece, Normandy Revisited. His idea of a good Norman

lunch, he continued, was “a dozen huîtres de Courseulles, an araignée de mer … with a half pint
of mayonnaise on the side, a dish of tripes à la mode de Caen, a partridge Olivier Basselin,

poached in cream and cider and singed in old Calvados, a gigot de pré-salé, a couple of

biftecks,* and a good Pont l’Évêque.”8* * *Liebling’s coverage of the war had begun with

similarly extravagant restaurant meals taken in Paris during the winter and spring of 1939 to
1940. Like many journalists, he had lived most of his life on the fly, eating irregularly and badly,

but covering the outbreak of World War II in Paris had briefly changed all that. He arrived in
France to cover the war for The New Yorker in October, at age thirty-five, having lobbied hard

with his editors for the coveted spot. (The magazine’s well-established Paris correspondent,

Janet Flanner—“Genêt”—unexpectedly needed to return to the United States to look after her

dying mother.) There was little to keep Liebling in New York: his pretty young Irish-American wife
had suffered a mental breakdown shortly after their marriage, and she had been institutionalized
ever since, with no hope of recovery. As a result Liebling had no home life, no love life, and no

prospect of children.9 Being a lifelong fan of Frenchwomen, French literature, French military
history, and French cuisine, he had pushed hard to be sent back to Paris on assignment,
sensing he would surely be happier there, even if the Nazis invaded. “I spent several man-hours

of barroom time impressing St. Clair McKelway, then managing editor, with my profound

knowledge of France,” Liebling later remembered, adding that since McKelway spoke no French

he was in no position to judge Liebling’s (which was only so-so). McKelway then suggested
Liebling’s name to the magazine’s editor in chief, Harold Ross, proposing that Liebling might

cover the war from the human-interest angle.* Ross grudgingly agreed, but only on the
stipulation that Liebling keep away from stories of Parisian “lowlife”—he knew all too well
Liebling’s predilection for booze, gambling, and whores, and he was committed to keeping The
New Yorker, as he put it, “a family magazine.”Upon arrival, Liebling found the city “looked much

as it had [when I was a college student there] in 1927 except for the strips of paper pasted

across shop windows to keep the glass from flying in case of a bombardment.” He was older
now, though, so instead of taking cheap student rooms in the Latin Quarter, he checked into the
Hôtel Louvois, “a second-class, comfortable pile favored by traveling salesmen.” The Louvois

was situated not on the Left Bank but the Right, just up the street from the Palais-Royal, which

had been a center of Parisian vice for more than a century. He soon discovered that the hotel
had a number of good, expense-account-type restaurants close by, as well as a substantial

population of streetwalkers who made a specialty of catering to visiting businessmen. But he
had chosen the hotel primarily because it was so close to the government offices in the First
Arrondissement, Liebling’s new beat.Liebling’s job for The New Yorker was to file good stories as

often as possible—but doing so was not going to be easy, because after the invasion of Poland

in September and the subsequent declaration of war, nothing much happened. And in fact it
would be seven months until the Germans invaded, a period now remembered as the “phony

war.” Liebling spent this seven-month “sitzkrieg” (as he called it) chatting up every Frenchman he

could, and doing so whenever possible over a good meal that could be charged up against his
expenses. “I don’t want to give the impression that I covered Paris for The New Yorker entirely

from cafés and brothels,” he later recalled. “I took the responsibilities of my new career so
seriously that I joined the American Press Association of Paris and went at least once a week to
[press briefings at] the Hotel Continental.”10Liebling loved Paris, loved the French, and loved

filing his stories as the invasion loomed—particularly since, thanks to Paris’s few remaining

tourists and many top-notch restaurants, he was suddenly eating and drinking better than
anyone ever could have imagined, and he never had a problem getting a reservation. Back in

New York, his financial situation had been made doubly difficult by his wife’s costly
institutionalization, and as a result, Liebling had lived in a state of perpetual debt there,

borrowing from the magazine against articles not yet delivered, a predicament that would
ultimately keep him chained to his desk for the better part of his life. But quality reporting and

writing is difficult and labor intensive, and quality reporting and writing was the only kind Liebling
cared to do. So he had long since resigned himself to living in debt, dining modestly, and

working round the clock. Desire for literary fame was the carrot that tempted him ever onward,

and debt the highly effective stick.But in the Paris of 1939 to 1940, all his costs were being
covered by his New Yorker expense account. And those few items he could not write off—such
as nights out at Parisian brothels—were being picked up by his public relations contacts in the

Champagne business, who were also happy to treat him to as much of their bubbly as he cared
to imbibe. As a result, he was now pretty much living in good restaurants, and when not taking a

meal, he was walking the streets in a state of perpetual, if mild, intoxication. Thirteen years
earlier, when he had survived on a small monthly student allowance, he was often too short of

funds to eat or drink during the last days of each month. Now the dollar was strong, his pockets
were deep, and everyone was eager for his custom—a twist of fate that enabled Liebling not

only to indulge in haute cuisine to his heart’s content but also to chat at length with various

patrons, waiters, wine captains, and maîtres d’hôtel.And chat they did, freely and openly, for
Liebling had a genius for drawing people out. Balding and bespectacled, his round face had “a

look of sheer benignness and good humor [that] made him attractive to everyone,” as his friend
and editor Katharine Angell (later Mrs. E. B. White), would later remember.11 His ability to quote

effortlessly from French literature—particularly from those rakes Villon, Rabelais, Rétif, and

Balzac—made even the most reserved of Frenchmen warm to him. The fact that he tipped like a
maharajah also helped.* * *Being flush with cash did not mean, however, that Liebling had
forsaken his taste for the simple life. As a student he had learned a great deal about French

cuisine at a small, well-run restaurant near the École des Beaux Arts. There, for many evenings

of his year abroad, he had pondered the daily specials sur l’ardoise (“on the blackboard”) and
agonized over how to spend his very limited funds: on a good wine and a budget cut of meat—

or, alternately, on a mediocre wine but a very good steak? In retrospect, he felt the
impecuniousness of his 1926 to 1927 year at the Sorbonne actually helped him understand
French cooking, because, as he later wrote, “the first requisite for writing well about food is a

good appetite, [and] the second is to put in your apprenticeship as a feeder when you have
enough money to pay the check but not enough to produce indifference to the size of the

total.”12 Here, in Liebling’s opinion, the average rich man was at a distinct disadvantage, forEven
in Paris, one can dine in the costly restaurants for years without learning that there are fish other
than sole, turbot, salmon (in season), trout, and the Mediterranean rouget and loup de mer. The

fresh herring or sardine sauce moutarde; the colin froid mayonnaise; the conger eel en
matelote;* the small fresh-water fish of the Seine and the Marne, fried crisp and served en

buisson;† the whiting en colère‡ (his tail in his mouth, as if contorted with anger); and even the
skate and the dorade—all these, except by special and infrequent invitation, are out of the swim.

… All the fish I have mentioned have their habitats in humbler restaurants, the only places where
the aspirant eater can become familiar with their honest fishy tastes and the decisive modes of
accommodation that suit them.… The consistently rich man is also unlikely to make the

acquaintance of meat dishes of robust taste—the hot andouille and andouillette, which are close-

packed sausages of smoked tripe, and the boudin, or blood pudding, and all its relatives that

figure in the pages of Rabelais and on the menus of the market restaurants. He will not meet the

civets, or dark, winy stews of domestic rabbit and old turkey.… And [of course] the world of
tripery is barred to the well-heeled, except for occasional exposure to an expurgated version of
tripes à la mode de Caen.13In seeking out such robust, earthy, regional cuisine, Liebling needed
an ally, since eating alone night after night was simply too sad—and while he could invite along

any number of reporter companions, not everyone understood or appreciated the rustic (and
occasionally off-putting) foods of the poor. Luckily he had recently met and befriended a
newspaperman who had been living and working in Paris for more than a decade, and whose

passion for French food, wine, and spirits rivaled his own: Waverley Root. Root “was a very good
eating companion,” Liebling later recalled, for “he knew a lot of small restaurants that were not
well known and that had a faithful clientele that all weighed over 100 kilos.”14 The genial,

bewhiskered journalist, the future author of The Food of France (1958), had been working as a
stringer for the Paris edition of the Chicago Tribune (and eating his way steadily through the

restaurants and brasseries of Paris) since his arrival there in 1926. Although the two men were
often in disagreement about the nature and origin of various dishes (and would remain so

throughout their lives, particularly after Root published his controversial book), these arguments

were really just a way of chewing the fat. And together they chewed a good deal of it: Liebling
routinely devoured double or triple the food of anyone else in the restaurant. (“I used to be shy
about ordering a steak after I had eaten a steak sandwich,” he later noted, “but I got over
it.”)Massive overeating of this sort was already taking a toll on his body. His feet were chronically

inflamed with gout—not only at the toes, but also at instep, ankle, and heel—and he had goutrelated arthritis in his knees and elbows. He also suffered from shortness of breath, sleep

problems, depression, lethargy, mood swings, and high blood pressure. Being unable to run very

far (or even walk very far) was going to be dangerous for him when the war began, he knew; but
his answer to the problem was simply not to think about it and to get on with his meal. He came
from a family of hearty eaters and was going to eat as much as he liked, no matter what anyone
advised to the contrary.The day the German invasion of Paris began, Liebling was resting his

gouty feet in the bar of the Hôtel Lotti, a block from the Place Vendôme, sipping a Champagne

aperitif. (He would have preferred a cocktail, but the government had recently put liquor
restrictions in place—so like his fellow Parisians, Liebling had to settle for sparkling wine.) The

roar of the German bombers overhead and the ack-ack-ack of the French antiaircraft guns were

both very disturbing; but since there was nothing anyone could do about either of them, and
since there was nothing yet to write about, and since he was already feeling pretty darned good,
Liebling chose to stay on for lunch. The waiters closed the metal shutters to protect their diners
from bomb blasts and the service began. After the aperitif there were the entrée, the plat, and

the dessert—each with its own wine. Then coffee, and finally a cigarette.15By June 14, 1940,
the French ground forces to the north and west had been overwhelmed by the Luftwaffe and by

superior German ground forces, leaving Paris open and defenseless to the advancing Germans.

The French government, after considering its options, retreated in disarray to the Loire Valley,

and was regrouping there at Tours. Liebling and Root, facing capture or detainment in Paris,

decided to follow the French government south—thinking there was probably still some good
reporting to be done on that side, and any number of possible escape routes to the sea. They
drove south in Root’s sputtery little Citroën 11, taking with them another American

newspaperman who had broken his ankle and couldn’t manage the train. Liebling then spent
three days chasing down stories in crowded, chaotic little Tours, after which the French

government packed up and withdrew to Bordeaux. So too did Liebling and Root.Despite the fine

food and drink available in both of these legendary wine-producing regions, and despite the

sensationally good meals on offer at nearly every place they stopped along the road, the two
men could not find much pleasure in their eating. France was in a state of collapse; Paris was
lost; Hitler and his thugs were preparing to overrun all of Europe—and from what Liebling could

tell, the French government couldn’t do anything more to stop it. All around them, meanwhile, the

French were envisioning the horrors of 1870 and 1914 all over again: the death, starvation, and

destruction were for many of them all too recent memories. “There was a climate of death in
Bordeaux, heavy and unhealthy like the smell of tuberoses,” Liebling wrote of his last miserable
days in France, which he spent mostly in high-end restaurants. “Men of wealth, heavy-jowled,
waxy-faced, wearing an odd expression of relief from fear, waited for a couple of hours for tables
and then spent all afternoon over their meals, ordering sequences of famous claret vintages as if

they were on a tour gastronomique instead of being parties to a catastrophe.”16But then, even in

times of crisis, one still had to eat and drink; and with his own departure from France looming,

Liebling resolved to drink the best of the wine while it was still available to him, knowing he
would not see its like for some time.* * *Now, four years later, after filing war stories from

Algeria, Tunisia, and England—and having survived most of it on army chow and K rations—
Liebling was on the road back to Paris. The drive from Normandy into the Île-de-France, the

region immediately surrounding the city, proved complicated because of the fighting: his driver
needed to dip down south to Rambouillet forest before turning northeast again. Only in

midafternoon did they reach the Porte d’Orléans. There Allied officers warned them that hostile

fire continued throughout the city, and that Hitler had almost certainly ordered Dietrich von
Choltitz, his Kommandant von Gross-Paris, not to surrender, but to blow up all the bridges and

burn the city to the ground.As Liebling and his driver cautiously made their way up through the

Left Bank toward the Seine, the two men wondered which way to go, for they could hear smallcannon fire coming from the direction of the Invalides, and more from the Gare d’Orsay. Rather
than risk being killed in a massive explosion at one of the Seine crossings, Liebling told his

driver to go “back to the Gare [Montparnasse] to ask at Division [Headquarters] if there was a
safe route across.” The driver wheeled around and headed back toward the vast old train
station.Leaving the jeep at its entrance, Liebling walked up a long flight of stairs toward the

waiting room to ask his question—and there, to his complete astonishment, he came upon the

scene of a lifetime—von Choltitz himself, surrounded by his officers, surrendering the city to
General Leclerc. “It wasn’t until I saw th[os]e glum krauts in custody,” Liebling wrote after, “that I

was sure we and Notre Dame and the festive crowds wouldn’t all go up in a cloud of black
smoke.”17The formal surrender was complete by five p.m., with only Liebling and two other

reporters* there to witness the scene. As the room emptied, the three journalists packed up their
notebooks and made their way by jeep down the boulevard du Montparnasse and the boulevard

Raspail to the hotel that had been designated for la presse étrangère—the Hôtel Néron, just a

few hundred feet from the massive Lion de Belfort statue on Place Denfert-Rochereau.†

Bartholdi’s great bronze Lion,‡ sculpted to commemorate the heroic three-month-long

resistance to the Prussian siege of Belfort in the War of 1870, had always been a favorite
landmark for Liebling, who loved all things noble, grand, and military. Besides, its sculptor was

the same man who had sculpted New York’s Statue of Liberty. This afternoon its simple
inscription, “À la Défense Nationale,” had never seemed more poignant.Liebling then turned his

attention to the hotel. He thought the Néron “an appetizingly wicked name;* a good orgy would

be appropriate on such a night.” But the modest little hotel bore no hint of vice. In fact there were

no women of any sort to be found there, only “young men in berets, shirt sleeves, and pistol belts
bounding up the stairs three at a time.”18 The chubby reporter, exhausted after his long day,
signed in, got his room key, and lugged his typewriter, bedroll, and knapsack upstairs on

swollen, achy feet. Once there, he took a quick bath—there was no hot water—and put on the

only clean clothes he had left, a pair of socks. He’d had nothing to eat all day apart from K
rations, and now it was dinnertime.Here was a tough situation that called for a creative solution,

for all Paris was essentially in lockdown. “I went into a bar and had one of those sticky red
apéritifs that partly refute the notion that the French have sensitive palates,” he wrote in his later

remembrance of the day. “It cost a hundred francs, which was two dollars then. I was getting

hungry … [but nothing] was open; the reports of a food shortage in Paris were evidently well
founded.… [And] by now, it was beginning to be really dark. From the direction of the
Luxembourg [Gardens] came the sound of steady firing—small-cannon as well as machinegun.”19 Liebling remembered the area around the Néron pretty well, though, for during his

student year at the Sorbonne he had taken boxing instruction close by, at the American Baptist

Center, after which he would often take a vermouth-cassis† at the Closerie des Lilas. Surely it

was still there; a legendary gathering place for France’s great writers and artists, the comfortable
café-restaurant also had a long-standing reputation for good, solid, affordable cooking. Liebling

had in fact passed many a happy evening there, and while there was no guarantee it would be
open, it was only a short walk away.As he walked past the noble Lion of Belfort—a tribute to the

bravery of Colonel Denfert-Rochereau and his long-suffering men—Liebling saw only a few
lights in the windows. The shops were closed, but several bars remained open for those brave

enough to celebrate. Random memories of his year at the Sorbonne kept coming back to him as
he continued down the avenue—memories of long walks on the boulevards, of hearty meals, of

cheap, sturdy wines. Those fine young working-class girls who had been willing to share his
table and his bed with him in exchange for a little something at the end of the night. Their friendly

and matter-of-fact openness to such an exchange. The friendly openness of just about
everyone, back then. Tonight Paris may have been swallowed up in darkness, but it was bright

with memories of a happier time, and possibly more lovable than ever, for as he later noted, “any

liberated place acquires a special charm, like a kitten recovered from the town dump.”He was
relieved to see a light on at the Closerie des Lilas, which “stood by itself, with gravel and trees all

around it; quiet and cool, it had a touch of class.”20 As he drew closer, though, he realized that

the restaurant held no customers—just the patron, his wife, the barman, and a waitress.
Nonetheless Liebling ambled in and, in his best French, began with his usual small talk,

speaking as rapidly and genially as possible on a succession of topics. He described how he
had come to the Closerie during his student days; how he had attended the “celebration at this

very bar of Lindbergh’s safe arrival in Paris in 1927”; and how, just today, he had experienced

innumerable perils on the road up from Normandy with the army. He finished by praising the

outstanding character of General Leclerc. He half-expected to be shown the door, because the
restaurant was clearly not serving. But his repartee made the desired impression. In Liebling’s

words, “It took.” After smiles all around, he was invited to join them in their meal: “As the waitress
brought in a great terrine of potato soup, the boss asked me if I had eaten. I magnanimously

consented to join them, even though his wife warned that there would be nothing to follow but an
omelet and a salad.… The patronne, it was plain, had never sampled a k-ration.”21As they

began to eat, Monsieur Colin, the patron, informed Liebling that he was the first American to set
foot in the Closerie since the taking of Paris in June 1940. “At the moment of [that] debacle,”

Colin went on, “when the future looked blackest, I set aside two bottles against the arrival of the
first American customer to return here. One is a bottle of the véritable Pernod and the other

contains Black and White [scotch].… I have never opened either. Which bottle will you drink?”“I
chose the whisky,” Liebling later wrote, “because I knew I could drink more of that.” Colin
nodded, and the meal continued. After they had finished their soup, their omelet (“big as an
eiderdown”), their salad, and their wine, Colin brought out the bottle of scotch, opened it, and

poured Liebling a glass. “It was the only trophy or award I won during the war,” Liebling
remembered, “and I wouldn’t have traded it for the DSO.”*22As they drank and talked, Liebling

found himself growing increasingly melancholy, for he was remembering a working-class girl he
had brought here from the Latin Quarter back in 1927. Angèle had lived with him for a while in
his student digs, accepting meals and drinks and small gifts of money in return for her pleasant

company and sexual favors. “Angèle was of a steady, rough good humor [and] she was a solid
drinker,” he remembered. “All her appetites were robust. In bed she was a kind of utility
infielder.”† Their arrangement had been merely friendly, with no expectations and few illusions.
But Liebling treasured something she had once said to him, something that had remained with
him ever since. She had told him: “Tu n’es pas beau, mais t’es passable.” ‡ It hadn’t been much
of a compliment, but it hit the mark. “My brain reeled under the munificence,” he later wrote. “If

she had said I was handsome I wouldn’t have believed her. If she had called me loathsome I

wouldn’t have liked it. Passable was what I hoped for. Passable is the best thing for a man to
be.”23Angèle had been good company, but, as he later confessed, “aside from her concession
that I was passable, which is [today] wrapped around my ego like a bulletproof vest riveted with
diamonds, I retain little that Angèle said.” Their affair, if it could be called that, ended without

drama when Liebling ran out of money and went home. Only years later, through a passing
comment from his former landlord, did he learn that a few months after his departure, in the

winter of 1927 to 1928, Angèle had died—“not of a broken heart, but of flu.”24And now here he

was, the war nearly over, in the restaurant where he had dined with Angèle seventeen years
earlier. He was no longer young, and he no longer had a girl. His health was bad, he had debts,

his wife was in a mental hospital, and his four-year, all-expense-paid gig as a war reporter was
rapidly coming to an end. The future did not seem to hold much. But today he had witnessed the
surrender of von Choltitz and he had liberated the Closerie des Lilas. Its owner had been so glad
to see him that he had shared not only his supper, but also a treasured bottle of scotch. No

reporter could have asked for a better day, and Liebling knew it.“When we had imbibed the last

of my glory,” Liebling wrote years later, “I took an effusive leave and went out into the dark street.
The bars that I had passed earlier were still busy, but I had no inclination to enter. Any further

drinking that night would have been a letdown. I made but one brief pause—to roar at the Lion.

He wouldn’t roar back, and I continued to the Hôtel Néron, which I found as easily as if I had
lived there all my life.”25TWOThe Franco-American (Kitchen) AllianceWhile Americans have

been fascinated with French food and French wine since the days of Thomas Jefferson, the
nation became particularly intrigued by it during the mid-1940s. For more than a decade the
Great Depression had brought with it years of plain cooking on limited budgets. After that,

wartime hardship brought thrift and food rationing. At the same time, though, an influx of food-

savvy European war refugees were bringing their skills, talents, and awareness of food across
the Atlantic with them. So even as the six writers in this study began to think and write about

French food and wine in Paris, others back home had already created a nationwide appetite for
it, and an interest in knowing more about it. An Englishwoman named Dione Lucas was possibly
the most visible of them. Having set up her Cordon Bleu cooking school in New York in 1942,

she was the leading authority on French home cooking in America by the time the war ended in
1945.Lucas had left Great Britain for Paris in 1920 to study cello at the Paris Conservatory, but
her delight with French food soon led her to drop out and enroll at the famed Cordon Bleu
cooking school instead. There she proved so remarkable a student that upon graduation, she

was able to persuade Henri-Paul Pellaprat, the school’s distinguished chef-instructor, to allow
her to open a London branch. She ran that branch, Au Petit Cordon Bleu (and its restaurant by

the same name), for eight years in South Kensington, with her business partner, Rosemary
Hume. By 1942, however, Lucas had decided to move with her two sons to New York, where she
opened the Cordon Bleu Restaurant and Cooking School at 117 East 60th Street. (Hume,

meanwhile, remained behind and continued to operate the London branch.)1 Lucas hoped to

return to London after the war, but with Britain’s economy in ruins, she instead stayed on in New
York permanently. Publication of her Cordon Bleu Cook Book in 1947 (which she dedicated to

Rosemary Hume) subsequently established her American reputation nationwide. Modest,
elegant, and entirely comme il faut, the book was an American adaptation of the one she had

already published in the United Kingdom in 1936, featuring no photographs and only a few line
illustrations. In 1948, she began to host her own television cooking show, To the Queen’s Taste,*

through which she became far better known to the American public.Lucas was a formidable
cooking instructor, demanding a great deal of her pupils. But most Americans watching her on
television thought her disagreeably foreign and cold, for her clipped British accent and reserved
manner were not well suited to the medium. (“Lucas has quite a face, doesn’t she, most
determined and cool,” Julia Child observed to her friend Avis DeVoto. “I don’t think I’d like her.”)2

Even so, Lucas’s devotion to the art of French cooking was total, and she inspired a new

generation of American women to cook and entertain beautifully at home. “The preparation of

good food is merely another expression of art, of the joys of civilized living,” Lucas wrote loftily in

The Cordon Bleu Cook Book, encouraging her students to be women of taste and discernment,

and to put more heart into the kitchen work that had until very recently been done for them by
servants. “In the United States, with an abundance of good food never known in Europe, and

with all the native talent and ability available, it is unfortunate that more emphasis is not placed

on the importance of cooking as an art,” she went on. “Preparation of good food takes time, skill,
and patience, and [the] results mean the difference between mere eating to exist and the
satisfaction derived from one of the major pleasures of life. Surely there is nothing more uplifting

to the soul or more joyful to the spirit.”3Lucas was right, but her message was unfortunately

phrased. Nobody likes being told they aren’t doing something right, particularly by a humorless
foreigner with a supercilious accent. And while Lucas was in fact a hardworking woman of few

pretensions, she was also English and a perfectionist, and she couldn’t hide either of those
attributes from her viewers, who responded to her as “television’s supreme European epicure

[and] a beacon of culinary excellence,”4 but not necessarily as a friendly or welcoming presence.
Lucas’s ethics, as well, seem ultimately to have limited her rise as a national celebrity: unlike her
great rival of the period, James Beard, she declined to prostitute herself to the American

processed food industry as a paid spokesperson, propagandist, and shill. Nor did she attempt to
deceive people into thinking, as leading food journalist Poppy Cannon so readily did, that good

cooking was just a carefree romp in the kitchen. Instead, she did things the French way: she ran

a top-level cooking school and restaurant, and like Pellaprat, published thoughtfully and well on
the type of cooking she believed in: traditional (and painstaking) French home cooking for the

upper-middle-class home.Dione Lucas was not the only food professional making a new start in
the United States during World War II. Henri Soulé, New York’s top restaurateur, was also a war
refugee. This brilliant and ambitious Frenchman had got his start in America by managing Le

Restaurant du Pavillon de France, an establishment renowned both for the quality of its food and
for the brilliance of its service, at the 1939 World’s Fair. When Germany invaded Poland on

September 1, 1939, and Britain and France subsequently declared war on Germany, Soulé and
his restaurant workers, including a young Burgundian chef named Pierre Franey, had already
committed themselves to remaining in New York for the duration of the fair, which was to last well
into 1940. After the German occupation of France in June of 1940, they were unable to return

home, but at the same time, because they had no American working papers, they were unable
to hold American jobs. Soulé resolved their predicament in the spring of 1941 by taking them up

to Canada and then walking back across the U.S. border—thereby establishing all of them as
war refugees. Six months later, on October 15, 1941, Soulé opened Le Pavillon, at 5 East 55th

Street, and within months it was the most celebrated French restaurant in America. (Franey,
however, would leave Le Pavillon to join the American army in 1942, turning down an offer to

serve as General Douglas MacArthur’s personal chef to become an active member of the

military. He would not return to the kitchen at Le Pavillon until 1952.)Another influential foreigner

who helped popularize French food and wine in America during the 1940s and 1950s was
Claudius Charles Philippe, or, as he was better known, “Philippe of the Waldorf.” Born to French

parents in England—his father had been chef at the Carlton Club on Pall Mall—Philippe spoke

with a posh British accent even though his family came from a modest background in the Savoy.
He had gone to Paris for hotel training before immigrating to New York in the early 1930s to join

the staff of the newly opened Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on Park Avenue.Philippe worked for more
than a decade under the legendary chef Oscar (“of the Waldorf”) Tschirky. When Tschirky
retired, Philippe essentially took his place, becoming the Waldorf’s vice president in charge of

catering, its head of banquet department and kitchens, and also its director of sales. This

enormous triple job meant that Philippe oversaw all food, beverages, service, flowers, music,
and entertainment at the hotel. And since the Waldorf was then the undisputed social center of
New York City (the massive new hotel featured six restaurants, eighteen public rooms, and a

series of private dining rooms), Philippe was in a very strong position to promote French food
and wine among the American upper classes who dined there—and, by extension, among those
legions of regular folks who followed the American upper classes via newspapers, newsreels,
and radio. His celebrated dinners and special events for the rich (including the extravagant “April

in Paris” charity balls, held at the Waldorf from 1951 through 1959) would be organized for him

mostly by Elsa Maxwell, the professional hostess, whom he had installed in a tiny apartment in
the Waldorf in exchange for her brilliant services. With her assistance, Philippe redefined chic for

a new generation of affluent Americans, and his emergence as the nation’s leading event
planner and catering manager could not have been more timely, for in the aftermath of the Great

Depression many of the rich were shrinking their households, and were now entertaining instead
in hotels and restaurants. Philippe’s particular genius, meanwhile, lay in making the Waldorf

seem indescribably glamorous through its connection to all things French. Throughout the late
1940s and 1950s he would bring in French film celebrities, recording artists, and fashion
designers to make appearances and entertain at the Waldorf, often at parties and events based

upon French historical, artistic, and cultural themes, such as “The Court of Versailles,” “The Paris
Opera,” and “The Life of Rabelais.”Philippe’s involvement in the shaping of upper-class American

dining and drinking habits proved highly lucrative for him. He was already paid very well by the
Waldorf, of course. But in addition, because the sales of his department accounted for two-thirds

of the Waldorf-Astoria’s yearly business and three-fourths of its profits,* and since a great deal of

the business taking place there was subject to his direct approval, he could regularly demand
monetary kickbacks and “gifts” from his vendors. His personal wine cellar at his Westchester
estate, most of it given to him by these suppliers, contained more than five thousand bottles of

best-quality French wines, including magnums of Château Mouton-Rothschild and Château

Haut-Brion. But Philippe would have advocated strongly on behalf of these top French wines
(and on behalf of French specialty foods and grande cuisine too) even if he hadn’t been

receiving these so-called gifts, as French food and wine were at that moment synonymous with
luxury food and wine, and the Waldorf was the most luxurious hotel in America, and America,

which had emerged from World War II as the wealthiest country in all the world, wanted only the

finest.In the coming decade, and with the help of a young wine merchant named Alexis Lichine,

Philippe would find yet another way to make money: by taking a financial stake in the vineyards

that produced the wines he promoted and sold through the Waldorf. Selling these wines in the
hotel also influenced their sales outside the hotel, for the simple reason that their presence at

the Waldorf was a de facto confirmation of their quality. Since many of the top American wine
wholesalers and dealers were regular (and favored) visitors to the Waldorf’s restaurants, they
kept an eye on the wines Philippe presented there, and subsequently purchased and promoted
them strongly to their clients—for any wines chosen by Philippe for the Waldorf were clearly
wines of unquestionable excellence.5By the early 1950s, Philippe, who was by then only in his

forties, had become both rich and powerful, and nowhere was his success more evident than at

his country estate in Peekskill, New York, Watch Hill Farm. This grand property, where he

entertained regularly, consisted not only of a manor house with a vast wine cellar but also of a
greenhouse, an arboretum, and a series of formal gardens spread out over six terraces and

ninety-two acres of land. The many grounds included a walled vegetable garden, an apple
orchard, a grape arbor, and the estate’s pièce de résistance, a formal parterre planted with

twenty-five hundred boxwoods—something Philippe regally described to journalist Geoffrey
Hellman of The New Yorker as “our Versailles project.”6Though he came from Savoyard peasant
stock, Philippe could indeed be as grand and imperious as the Sun King. Restaurateur George
Lang, who met him in the early 1950s, described him on first sight as “a hard-featured, middle-

aged man with a prominent nose and alert eyes behind thick, horn-rimmed glasses,” and
recalled how, during their initial meeting, the narrow-shouldered Frenchman had conducted

Lang’s job interview while urinating in the presence of his two young female secretaries. Many

others among his staff had similar memories of him as a coarse bully and petty tyrant, with an
exceptional talent for controlling, intimidating, and manipulating—not just his staff, but also his

clientele. Later in life, Craig Claiborne would describe him in The New York Times as

“dominating, agile, arrogant and intense.”7 He was also an inveterate womanizer. After his first
wife, Poppy Cannon, divorced him in 1949, he saw to it that his next, the French actress Mony
Dalmès, spent most of her time hard at work in the Comédie-Française in Paris—thereby leaving

him free to seduce any woman he liked in the garçonnière (or “bachelor pad”) just above his

office.If Philippe was a key player in the movement to popularize French wines in America during

the 1940s and 1950s, his success was based, in no small degree, on swagger: the world of
luxury wine collecting is a masculine arena in which big sales are often accomplished through

an adroit combination of flattery and intimidation, bullying and reassurance. From his position at

the Waldorf, Philippe had the perfect platform from which to promote French wines to a nation
that had up until that moment shown little interest in the stuff, preferring cocktails and hard

liquor* as its intoxicants of choice, and hot coffee as its go-to mealtime beverage. More
important, Philippe knew how to sell to rich Americans—and the more he sold to them, the more

famous and important he became. “We sell more French wine than any other hotel in the world,
including the hotels in France,” Philippe informed The New Yorker in 1955. “Last year, we sold

sixty-thousand bottles of French still wines and champagnes—mostly vintage and estate-

bottled, which means the best.… [And] more and more Americans drink wine on account of me.
They get introduced to it at the Waldorf, and then they buy it for their homes.”8 His commitment

to French wines was such that, despite his busy schedule, he traveled to France yearly to select
his wines in person, often doing so with his friend Alexis Lichine, who ultimately became
Philippe’s purchasing agent.Philippe promoted French wines in other ways too: first through the

cofounding of Les Amis d’Escoffier, the nation’s foremost fraternity of dedicated gastronomes.
Through regular dinner meetings at the Waldorf, this professional organization promoted French
wines among its influential members, who in turn promoted them through their work. In 1950 he

also founded the Lucullus Circle, a private eating club of unparalleled luxury that offered its

handpicked members—a group limited to sixty rich men—a series of five wildly extravagant

dinners per year, each one featuring a dazzling array of rare French wines and liquors which
could subsequently be purchased for home consumption. Throughout the 1950s Philippe would

also host various French wine societies at the Waldorf, such as the American chapter of the
Commanderie du Bontemps de Médoc. (The publisher Alfred A. Knopf, a 1956 inductee,
complained bitterly to Alexis Lichine that the proceedings had been a “dreadful” waste of time.)

And, as often as not, after corralling the New York metropolitan area’s richest and most
extravagant wine collectors into this luxury mealtime setting, Philippe also brought in its leading

wine importers, advocates, wholesalers, and retailers to do their own selling—including Sam
Aaron of Sherry Wines and Spirits, Robert Haas of M. Lehmann, Alexis Lichine, and Frank
Schoonmaker. James Beard was often there too, because he held lucrative consultancies on

both sides of the wine trade, particularly with the French Champagne and Cognac groups. When
wholesalers, retailers, experts, and collectors all met and raised glasses together at New York’s

greatest hotel, the result was always good business—and no one profited more from that

business than Claudius Charles Philippe.* * *The European refugees who raised American

food awareness during the 1940s were not limited to cookbook authors, restaurateurs, and
catering managers, however. One of the journalists who wrote best about European cuisine
during the 1940s and 1950s was the New Yorker reporter Joseph Wechsberg, a Czech-born

refugee who had been closely acquainted with the cuisines of Paris and Vienna in the years
before the war. Like Dione Lucas and Henri Soulé, Wechsberg made a new start for himself in
the United States—first in Hollywood, then, later, as a humorist, memoirist, author, and reporter.
He wrote his first pieces for The New Yorker while serving as a sergeant in the U.S. Army. Gifted
with a shrewd investigative mind, he also had a charming prose style that the magazine’s editor,

William Shawn, lovingly characterized as “light and faintly Continental.” His earliest pieces

included a number of slapstick reminiscences of his life as a young jazz musician in 1920s Paris;
later, he wrote more deeply felt articles about the destruction of his homeland by the Nazis and
the Communists. Wechsberg lost most of his relatives to the Nazi concentration camps and was

horrified by the destruction of so much of Europe’s cultural patrimony in the war’s final years.

Nonetheless, in September 1949, sensing that France was on the rebound, he traveled down
from Paris to Vienne, a small town twenty-five miles south of Lyon, to write “The Finest Butter

and Lots of Time,” a fabulous two-part profile of France’s then-greatest chef, Fernand Point of the
restaurant La Pyramide.*The article signaled the revival of French gastro-tourism, the uniquely

French practice of combining automobile touring with restaurant-going. Starting at the turn of the

century, and continuing intensively during the 1920s and 1930s, French food and travel writers

had worked hard along with various trade groups and government agencies to classify, organize,
define, rank, and rate the many fine restaurants, eating establishments, and hotel-restaurants

along France’s beautiful roadways as a way of facilitating this very special kind of travel
experience. The same classification process was now being revived in the postwar years, for the

French anticipated that as more and more American tourists began heading out of Paris by car,

they would do so with a detailed gastronomic guidebook in hand.Wechsberg knew all about
gastro-tourism from his prewar years in Paris. He hadn’t owned a car, but like most Frenchmen

he had been a reader of La France Gastronomique, the twenty-eight-volume guide to restaurant

dining across the country that emphasized the aesthetic integrity of provincial cuisine. (Each of

its volumes was devoted to a specific geographical and cultural region.) The series had been
created, written, and edited by Maurice Sailland (“Curnonsky”) with the help of Marcel Rouff,

author of the delightful 1924 novel La Vie et la Passion de Dodin-Bouffant, Gourmand. But while

La France Gastronomique was popular, it was another guidebook, the Guide Michelin, that

ultimately proved, in A. J. Liebling’s words, “the tourist’s vade mecum.”† Founded in 1900 by
André and Édouard Michelin to spur the sale of their tires, the guide was widely known and
loved even before World War I. (During that war, Gertrude Stein and Alice Toklas had kept a

copy of it in the glove box of the volunteer ambulance they drove, consulting it regularly for
restaurant advice.) The French passion for gastro-tourism continued to expand during the
economic ups and downs of the 1920s and 1930s. According to Toklas’s friend the composer

Virgil Thomson, the thirties in particular had been a great time for eating well all across France,
with “local fare in the peasant pubs [and] grande cuisine in court-house towns at twenty-six

francs a head—and by grande cuisine I mean la grande cuisine Française, not Swiss hotel-

cooking. I mean foie gras and blue trout and Bresse chickens in yellow cream and morille
mushrooms and crayfish and wild pheasant and venison with chestnut purée and ice cream of

wild strawberries or of pistache custard and cakes made only of almond-flour and sweet butter
and honey.”9 The writer Sybille Bedford would likewise point out that the development of French
gastro-tourism during this time had been largely the result of France’s own passion for it: French

gastronomades could (and did) hold their restaurateurs to a very high standard. “They [the
French] never stopped talking about it,” Bedford wrote. “They doted on everything that went with
it. The roads, the Renaults, the Peugeots, the Citroëns … the [Guide] Michelin, the posters ([for]
apéritifs and gasolines), the maps, the road signs, the guidebooks.… The entire country played

at it: what to eat, where to eat, what to drink with what to eat … what one ate last night, where to
eat next Sunday, what one drank, what one paid, what was said.”10Now that the restaurants of

the French countryside were once again opening up to postwar international tourism, Americans
were curious about what awaited them, and The New Yorker had commissioned Wechsberg to

tell them all about it. Wechsberg, however, approached the assignment in Vienne with some

skepticism, for as a man of relatively simple tastes, he saw no reason “for patronizing fancy

establishments when there is such an astonishing number of small restaurants all over [France]
where one can get a delicious omelet, a succulent veal stew, a fine cheese, and a bottle of
honest vin du pays for less than six hundred francs, or something under two dollars.”11
Nonetheless, he dutifully took the trip to La Pyramide (but going there by train, and booking a
room for the night near the station). His subsequent profile of the amiable, six-foot-three, three-

hundred-pound Fernand Point, who greeted Wechsberg at midmorning over his daily bottle of

Champagne, described a meal so brilliant (and so vast, and so breathtakingly affordable) that it
must have prompted immediate phone calls to travel agents all across the postwar United

States.Advised by the genial chef on the morning of his visit that “a good meal must be as

harmonious as a symphony and as well constructed as a good play,” Wechsberg simply put
himself into the hands of the master, who began the massive lunch with an “overture” of
sensational hors d’oeuvres: a pâté campagne en croûte; a foie gras naturel truffé embedded in a

ring of crème de foie gras; a hot sausage baked in a pastry shell served with a sauce piquante; a
pâté of pheasant; a basket of crackling hot cheese croissants; and a plate of delicate little

asparagus with sauce hollandaise—all accompanied by “a light, airy Montrachet.” The reporter
then dutifully tackled Point’s entrée, a truite au porte—freshly caught trout poached in a court
bouillon, then skinned, split in half, and filled with a ragout of truffles, mushrooms, and

vegetables, which was then bathed in a sauce of butter, cream, and port wine. Next came the

plat, a breast of guinea hen with morels, napped in an egg sauce. Chef Point had selected a rich,
full-bodied Château Lafite-Rothschild ’24* to accompany his guinea hen, and the bottle lasted

Wechsberg through the cheese course, a perfectly ripened Pont l’Evêque. Dessert was a wild
strawberry ice cream, made of fraises des bois picked just a few hours earlier, accompanied by

a selection of mignardises, or dainty miniature desserts. After dispatching the last of them,
Wechsberg concluded his meal with demitasse and a Grande Fine Champagne ’04 Cognac.†

And all of this had cost him, he wrote, “No more than the price of a good meal in a good
restaurant in New York.”* * *Wechsberg’s New Yorker article (and similar accounts of postwar
French fine dining in Gourmet and other magazines) spurred American excitement about travel

abroad. And each of these accounts made clear that the French were very eager to welcome
them, since despite the destruction of so much of their country by the war, they desperately

needed to revive their tourist economy. They also wanted to renew their overseas trade in luxury

foods, wines, and spirits—wines in particular, for France was a nation of artisan winemakers
accustomed to selling their costly wares throughout Europe. But with nearly all European
economies in ruin, French winemakers now needed to court the United States as a potential
client for their fine products. Unfortunately for these winemakers, the majority of Americans knew

very little about wine and few cared to drink it with their meals.The French found a champion for

their wines in yet another European-American, a man who, like Wechsberg, had served in the
American armed forces during the war: Alexis Lichine, a Moscow-born, Paris-raised, New York–

based wine salesman. His first book, The Wines of France, was published when he was thirty-

seven. Knowing his market, Lichine wisely addressed this book to the beginner and neophyte—
that is, any American interested in learning something about wine. Yet even as it served as a

kindly, unassuming introduction to French wines and French wine-regions, this modest volume
also instructed Americans on how to organize and stock a home wine cellar. It did so because

Lichine aimed to use the book as a selling tool for his wine business, and he intended that each

person who bought his book would create such a cellar, and stock it with wines bought through
his firm.Every bit as enterprising as Philippe of the Waldorf, Lichine had initially drafted his book

in collaboration with another accomplished writer on wine, William E. Massee. As Lichine would
later recall, “Around 1950, I conceived the idea of a book to explain estate-bottled Burgundies,

which had become a specialty of mine.” In this project, he was inspired by “the late André Simon,
one of wine’s finest writers, who contributed greatly to the reputation of wine as the highest

expression of nature.… [But] the scope of my book quickly grew to include the wines of
Bordeaux, and from there it was only a short jump to The Wines of France, whose publication

brought me over a quarter-century of friendship with publisher and wine buff Alfred A. Knopf.”12
In order to maximize the book’s effect on his business and reputation, however, Lichine decided

well into his collaboration with Massee that he wanted to be credited as sole author. To do that,
he had needed to renegotiate his agreement with Massee, who eventually (but only reluctantly

and with a good deal of suspicion) agreed to take a higher royalty in exchange for demotion from
coauthor to collaborator. Once the agreement had been reached, however, Lichine was free to

publish the book under his own name with Knopf—then, as now, a highly prestigious literary
publisher.Alfred Knopf reviewed a first portion of the manuscript and liked what he saw. Both he

and his wife, Blanche, had a long-standing interest in books on gastronomic subjects (and so

too did their son, Alfred Jr., or “Pat,” who was then working in the Knopf sales department and
would in time publish well on the subject with his own publishing house, Atheneum). Wine
particularly fascinated Alfred Knopf, so he decided to take a chance on Lichine and his book.

Although Knopf offered only a small sum for it, Lichine had no problem with the size of the
advance, since the prestige of being at Knopf meant a great deal more to him than the money

involved. During the late 1930s, Lichine had worked for America’s leading wine merchant turned

author, Frank Schoonmaker, and Lichine had learned firsthand from Schoonmaker how

important a good book from a top publisher could be to a dealer’s reputation and business.

Moreover, Lichine was in no way dependent on the advance money, since he made a very good
living selling wine. In addition, he was already well established as a wine lecturer throughout the

United States, and he knew that by selling this prestigious new book along with his wines he
would be giving his audiences reason to respect his expertise, even as they became steady

purchasers of his products.Shortly after he came to an agreement with Knopf about the book’s
publication, Lichine shrewdly invited Knopf to come along on his spring 1950 wine-buying trip.

He was determined to make Knopf his good friend. The publisher, though sorely tempted,
seems to have considered this invitation for a trip to Burgundy with some reluctance, since he

knew from experience that no editor can take favors from an aspiring author without implicit

expectation of payback. Furthermore, there were still some issues that needed to be resolved

before Lichine’s book could go to press. Lichine was not the most reliable of authors, and Knopf
had recently sent back the manuscript, noting with irritation, “it abounds in mis-spellings, mis-

typings, and … repetitions.”13Lichine was also a difficult author to keep up with because in the

past year he had been changing his address constantly and on very short notice—moving from
one Manhattan address to another, then to the Caribbean, and now, most recently, to an office

on the Champs-Élysées. He was also recently divorced—his ex-wife was a countess he had met

on the wartime Riviera—and frequently seen out with party girls at nightclubs and restaurants. If
Lichine was spending so much time traveling, restaurant-going, nightclubbing, and womanizing,

Knopf wondered, when was he writing? Then again, Knopf knew from his conversations with
Lichine that only by pairing good wine with good food (and preferably doing so in an atmosphere

of luxury, in the seductive company of desirable women) could Lichine impress his would-be
wine buyers into purchasing his rare and extravagant products.To his credit, Lichine clearly had

a very strong work ethic. He was also affable, articulate, well informed, and tremendously
ambitious. Most important of all, he was eager to share his knowledge and enthusiasm. And his

ability to market and sell his own book made him every publisher’s dream—if only he would sit
down long enough to prepare his manuscript properly for publication.* * *Lichine’s buying trip
in Burgundy with Knopf was organized and made possible by Philippe of the Waldorf: in fact, it

was basically the same yearly trip Philippe and Lichine had been making since the war’s end to
stock the cellars of the Waldorf-Astoria. Philippe’s position as a major American purchaser of

highest-end French wines gave him (and any guest he brought along with him) guaranteed
access to all the finest vineyards, cellars, and restaurants in France—a great eye-opening

privilege and pleasure for those guests, even as it remained grueling, tightly scheduled work for

Philippe and Lichine.Lichine had first met Philippe in the 1930s, when Philippe was working

under Oscar Tschirky and Lichine was working for Schoonmaker. Sharing a multicultural
European background as well as vast entrepreneurial ambitions, the two quickly became

friends, and later co-investors in various business projects, including French vineyards and
Carribean real estate. But they had separated during the war years: shortly after its declaration,
Philippe married and had a child with the journalist Poppy Cannon, a situation that spared him

from the draft. Lichine, who at that point was unmarried, wisely avoided induction by speaking
with some War Department contacts who just happened to be “fellow wine fanciers [he’d] sipped
with at El Morocco.”14 Through them he obtained a commission as a first lieutenant, and after

purchasing several smart new uniforms for himself at Saks Fifth Avenue, he shipped out for

North Africa, where he immediately began his new job: sourcing fine food, fine wines, and
talented cooking staff for top-level U.S. Army officers. He was so good at it that by the time the
Allies invaded the South of France in August 1944, he had been made an aide to no less than
the Supreme Allied Commander, General Dwight Eisenhower. The posting proved an

exceptionally luxurious one, for Lichine was billeted at Eisenhower’s weekend villa at Cap

d’Antibes. There Lichine quickly came into close contact with some of the most powerful men in

the world—including Winston Churchill, who though something of an expert on wines, quickly
saw the wisdom in deferring to Lichine’s expertise.15 In fact, as the officer who arranged for all

meals, wines, liquor, and entertainment, Lichine was welcome among all the top brass, who

greatly appreciated his efforts on behalf of their stomachs. Tall, dark, and urbane, fluent in three
languages, Lichine moved with assurance among these men of rank, power, and fortune, some

of whom became his good friends.When the war ended, Lichine returned to the wine business.

Although he had a rapidly expanding clientele of upper-level wine buyers (many of whom were
deeply impressed by his close working relationship with Eisenhower), Lichine now wanted to
position himself before a broader group of American wine buyers and wine-store proprietors,
and he knew that the best way to do so was to establish himself as a popular published author

on French wines.As an up-and-coming author, Lichine had now done something typically
brilliant: he had arranged to give his distinguished publisher, Alfred Knopf, an in-depth tour of
France’s best-loved wine region, Burgundy, and personal introductions to some of its most

distinguished winemakers. (As Lichine knew, such “favors” were a great way of building a
business relationship.) At the same time, he had provided Philippe with the distinguished

company of Alfred Knopf. Ultimately, though, it was Lichine who would profit most from these
introductions, for along with Philippe’s gratitude and Knopf’s gratitude, he would also have the
gratitude of the many Burgundian winemakers the group now visited in their vineyards and

cellars, who were intent on establishing their luxury products with merchants and restaurants in
the United States and who were hoping for the help of influential Americans like Alfred Knopf, as

well as buyers like Philippe and Lichine.* * *The trip, which began in Paris, consisted of a busy
schedule of cellar tastings and vineyard visits, punctuated by sumptuous lunches and dinners at
the region’s leading restaurants, including Alexandre Dumaine’s Hôtel de la Côte-d’Or in

Saulieu, which was quickly becoming second only to Fernand Point’s La Pyramide as the finest
restaurant in France. The first stop, however, was the austere little town of Chablis, high in the

hills of northwestern Burgundy. Renowned for its flinty white wines, Chablis had been extensively

damaged by a German bombing raid in June 1940; more recently, the vineyards had suffered
from a series of extremely damaging winter freezes. But its cellars still held many

treasures.During the drive, Lichine made a fine and easygoing guide for Knopf and two other

American couples who had joined the trip at the last minute, for he knew a vast amount about
Burgundy, Burgundian wines, and Burgundian winemakers. Moreover, he loved to tell the story
of French wine. As a teenage Russian émigré in Paris, Lichine had started his career as a public
speaker by giving narrated bus tours of “Versailles by Day/Paris by Night” for the little sightseeing

business his father had owned. And he began learning about French wine early in life, first by

drinking it with his contemporaries and later by selling advertising space to French wine dealers
for The New York Herald. During the late 1930s, after dropping out of Penn and working for a
while in New York, he had traveled to France again, this time to negotiate wine sales for Frank

Schoonmaker. And since the end of the war, he had become even more well-connected among

French winemakers and négociants* by forming Domaine Lichine Mugnier, a Burgundy-based
bottling partnership whose list of wines included some of the region’s most famous appellations
and vineyards, including Musigny, Bonnes Mares, Clos de Vougeot, Chambolle-Musigny Les

Amoreuses, and Nuits-St.-Georges Clos de la Maréchale. The venture was being backed by an
American turned French citizen named Seymour Weller, who also managed Château Haut-Brion
in Bordeaux for his astronomically wealthy uncle, the Wall Street financier Clarence Dillon.The

small group was traveling in two cars. Along with Knopf, Lichine, and Philippe, the later additions

to the group included Stanley Marcus, the chief executive of the Neiman-Marcus department

store in Dallas, traveling with his wife; and the American humorist J. P. McEvoy, also with his wife.
Describing their adventure in his newspaper column, McEvoy played the situation for laughs.
“We’ve just staggered off the Île de France,” the piece began, “—now Philippe of the Waldorf

wants to drag us off on an exhaustive tour of feasting and wine tasting. If my editors only realized
the hardships that go with the business of writing!”Our first stop was Chablis … [where] lunch

was waiting for us.We started with pâté maison and then a filet of sole cooked in Chablis wine.

This was followed by baked ham. My notes say, “jambon à la mode—as tender as a baby angel.”
After this came a soufflé so light it took strong hands to keep it from floating out of the

window.The hotel wine wasn’t fancy enough for Philippe … so he went down the street and
reappeared in a few minutes with [several more] precious bottles … After lunch (and three
wines), which Knopf described as “sliding down a rainbow,” we went into the caves all over town

and tasted the wines. We were handed little silver wine tasters like ash trays and told what to
do.“First you look at the color,” said Philippe. The cellar was dark but I did my best. “Now you

take a little in the front of your mouth, swish it around, draw in some air with a kind of a slurp …
then you spit it out.”I was outraged. “You mean after I’ve come 3,000 miles for this, I can’t even

drink it?” “Certainly not,” said Philippe. “Before you finish, you’ll have tasted 30 to 40 wines a day.

If you swallowed this stuff, you’d go home on your elbows—as the French say.”… Philippe and

Knopf and Lichine spit everything out. Stanley Marcus tried, but after all you can’t shake off your

merchandising instincts overnight. How are you going to know what you have seen if you don’t
take home a swatch?As for me, how could I outrage a long line of Scotch ancestors by spitting
all that good wine out on the cellar floor? I kept careful notes.… [Unfortunately] the next morning

I couldn’t read them.16Press photographs show various members of the group examining

glasses of wine (and perhaps trying to appear sober) while Lichine keeps a watchful eye.
Knopf’s notes about the trip—the first of Knopf’s many Lichine-advised wine trips—include a

photograph, taken in Beaune, in which Knopf watches Lichine pour out glasses for himself and a
group of Frenchmen. It reads, “Luncheon hosted by Lichine and me for the Burgundy growers
whose cellars we had sampled. Each guest brought a bottle for the lunch.”Knopf was sufficiently

impressed with Lichine’s demonstrated expertise about French winemaking that he included
Lichine among his “New Authors” publicity mailing of the summer of 1950. After scheduling
Lichine’s book for publication in early 1951, he began to put out the good word, and that
November, top American food reporter Clementine Paddleford profiled Lichine in The New York

Herald Tribune as an up-and-coming Knopf author. She was so impressed by the fast-talking,
smoky-eyed, well-tailored young man that she barely noticed that the many bottles of wine

Lichine was recommending were ones that he alone was bottling and selling. In an article
entitled “Estate-Bottled Burgundies Now Available Here,” she simply gave his firm the best

possible push:Alexis Lichine, a young American enjoying a reputation in Burgundy, France, as
one of the greatest wine experts in the world, has started a firm in Paris specializing in estate

bottled burgundies.… Lichine calls New York City his home, but he spends one-half of each year
attending business in France. Even while [in New York] he keeps daily touch with one or another

of the seventy-five Burgundy growers who supply cable reports on the crop situation.… Lichine’s
[forthcoming] book will take the reader right into the vineyards for a first-hand meeting with the
man behind the bottle.17But Alfred Knopf subsequently did Paddleford one better: he gave

Lichine his unqualified endorsement and placed that endorsement squarely on the front cover of
Lichine’s Wines of France. There, just below Lichine’s name, Knopf declared,This is not only the

most comprehensive, but far and away the best book on its subject that has ever been written in

any language. I know of no one whose over-all knowledge of French wines compares with that of
Mr. Lichine, who is an expert among experts. His text is as entertaining as it is comprehensive,

and his book as pleasant to read as it is useful to consult.—Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher18With

those three extraordinary sentences of affirmation on the cover of his new book, Lichine began
his rise.THREEAlice Toklas Starts OverWith Gertrude Stein’s unexpected death on July 27,

1946, Alice Toklas’s life came apart. In losing her partner of nearly forty years, she also came

very close to losing all they had shared materially: their art collection, their savings, their Paris
home. The two American women had lived intimately together starting in 1907, eventually

becoming so closely attuned to each other’s thoughts, moods, and feelings that they routinely
told the same stories, used identical figures of speech, and even finished each other’s
sentences. Their finances were similarly linked; for the past two decades, with Stein’s money

(both inherited and earned) the couple’s main income. Now, with Stein gone, and with Toklas

having absolutely no legal rights as a surviving spouse or domestic partner, she was short on
funds, uncertain about her future, and nearly paralyzed with grief. Only with great effort had she

been able to respond to the many letters and telegrams of condolence that had flooded her

mailbox at 5, rue Christine, their address since 1938. “You realize surely that Gertrude’s memory
is all my life—just as she herself was,” she confided to their good friend the Yale librarian Donald

Gallup.1 To another dear friend she wrote, “I wish to God we had gone [to our deaths] together
as I always fatuously thought we would—a bomb—a shipwreck—just anything but this.”2The war
and its aftermath had brought other losses. A number of friends, including the poet Max Jacob,
had perished. The French university professor Bernard Faÿ, a friend who had protected Stein
and Toklas from Nazi internment and possible extermination, was given life in prison for
collaboration. And so much that Toklas had simply taken for granted in prewar years had

changed for the worse: domestic help was hardly available, food was limited, and fuel almost
impossible to obtain. Worst of all, the beautiful château Stein and Toklas had called home every

spring, summer, and fall for the thirteen years before the war—a fine rented mansion on the leafy
outskirts of Belley, fifty miles southwest of Geneva—was gone now too, and along with it the two

heavily worked vegetable gardens that Toklas had tended so obsessively since spring of 1929.

“Summers [at the château] in Bilignin were always very busy, enjoyable, and productive,” she
later recalled. “Vegetables had become a passion, flowers always had been.”3The vegetable
garden had been particularly crucial to them during the war years, when they had relied on its
substantial produce as a main source of sustenance. To increase production, they had
expanded their vegetable empire, turning the twenty-eight box-rimmed flower beds on the

château’s glorious parterre into an elegant victory garden.4 In summer they canned beans and

tomatoes and put up soft fruits; in the fall, they brought in winter squash, cabbages, and root
vegetables for cellaring. Their mania for preserving extended even to meats: at the outset of the

war, Toklas daringly purchased two enormous uncooked hams and then pickled them, like
medical specimens, in a barrel of marc, an eau-de-vie similar to grappa. “It seemed madly

extravagant,” she later recalled, “but we lived on those two hams during the long lean winter that

followed and well into the following spring, and the eau-de-vie de marc in which they were
cooked, carefully bottled, and corked, toned up winter vegetables. We threw nothing, but

absolutely nothing, away.”5Stein and Toklas depended on foraging during those years as well,
taking crayfish from the local streams* and mushrooms from the forest—activities they had

enjoyed, albeit far more casually, in the years before the war. (Stein “had a good nose for
mushrooms [and] found quantities of them,”6 Toklas later remembered.) When meat was no

longer available, the two women relied upon fish from the nearby Rhône and the Lac de Bourget

as a protein source—and the fishy odors that subsequently lingered in their kitchen created an
air of “perpetual Lent” that haunted the premises throughout the Occupation. Even so, as Stein

later told the reporter Eric Sevareid, those five difficult years were “the happiest years of her life”
chiefly because the many hardships she experienced alongside her neighbors had brought her

closer to them, and made her more aware of what was truly important.7 Toklas heartily agreed,

even going so far as to write friends shortly before her death that “though Hitler and the
presence of the [Nazi] occupants was a menacing nightmare, I was happier then than
today.”8After being evicted from their beloved château in 1942, the couple spent 1943 and 1944
bivouacked in a large, cold, gloomy house on a piney hillside just outside the nearby town of

Culoz. There Toklas toiled daily in the kitchen, since the cook who came with the house was too
profoundly depressed by the food-rationing situation to rise to the challenge of making meals

from so little. Stein and Toklas had no vegetable garden to sustain them in Culoz either—only a
couple of goats, kept for milk. The last of a ten-pound box of tea that they had been dipping into
since 1939 saw them through to the liberation of 1944. So too did a jar of candied fruits that
Toklas had set aside in 1939 for her “Liberation Fruitcake”—a cake she duly baked and sent to

General Alexander Patch, commander of the Seventh Army, with a note of gratitude and thanks

for their rescue.9After peace was declared, the two women left for Paris as soon as they could.
Chilly Culoz held few happy memories for them, and they were anxious to secure Stein’s art

collection, which had been locked up in the Paris flat since 1939. They returned to find the

collection intact, and celebrated that miracle with Picasso, who dropped by within hours of their
arrival to see what had become of it and of them. (“He and Gertrude embraced, and all of us
rejoiced that the treasures of her youth, the pictures, the drawings, were safe,” Toklas recalled.)

Food being in short supply, they celebrated with a small pot of black coffee. The Germans had
apparently tied up some of the pictures to take away, but those parcels had not been removed,

and in the end all that were missing were a pair of Louis XV candlesticks, a footstool worked in
petit point by Toklas after a design by Picasso, and a cast-iron cornstick mold given to Toklas in

1934 by Ela Hockaday, the headmistress of the prestigious Dallas girls’ school. (“What did the
Germans, when they took it in 1944, expect to do with it?” Toklas would later write of the

cornstick mold, “and what are they doing with it now?”)10The two women were glad to be back
among their artworks and other possessions, but as summer began they missed their country

life. The city was hot and muggy, and by now gardening (the yearly miracle of rebirth and
renewal; the pleasure of helping things grow; the all-season harvest and ensuing delights at

table) had become a joy central to daily existence. When in July 1946 Bernard Faÿ offered them
the use of his country home in the Loire, they were only too happy to accept the invitation. Their

journalist friend Joe Barry offered them a lift down in his car—but on the way down Stein took ill,
and a few days later she checked into the American Hospital in Neuilly, where an exploratory

surgery revealed an inoperable cancer. A few days later she died, and Toklas was alone. The
devotion Toklas had brought for years to her gardening, housekeeping, and secretarial work for

Stein would now be focused, instead, upon safeguarding Stein’s literary legacy and maintaining
Stein’s art collection in situ. But doing so would be difficult: there were a number of complicated
legal and financial issues involved, and the administrator of the Stein estate, a Baltimore lawyer,

was not inclined to do much on Toklas’s behalf. From his perspective, of course, Toklas was not
much more than a live-in companion—not much more, in other words, than cheaply hired help.*

* *Most people who met Toklas, who was sixty-nine at the time of Stein’s death, assumed she

was financially comfortable because she presided over an extraordinary collection of paintings
and a richly furnished apartment. Earlier in life, she had been: she had grown up in a good home
in San Francisco, and her maternal grandfather, a gold miner turned rancher, had left her a
quarter of his estate as an inheritance. In her teens and early twenties, she trained and

performed as a classical pianist, and though not a good-looking woman—she was short and

dark, with a large aquiline nose and the traces of a mustache—she had a jolie laide’s taste for
mildly outrageous hats and well-made clothes. She does not seem to have been overly
concerned with her looks, as she had other sterling qualities, and moreover she was not focused

on marriage. Shortly after she moved to Paris in 1907, at the age of thirty, she met Gertrude

Stein, a plain, short, heavyset woman with a large mass of chestnut hair piled atop her
head.Toklas’s first impression of Stein, whom she met at the atelier Stein shared with her brother

Leo on the rue de Fleurus, had been primarily of her conversational genius. But that impression
of genius had been magnified by the many fine and impressive objects among which Stein lived

—not only paintings by Picasso and Matisse, but grand furniture and decorative objects,

including an octagonal Tuscan table with three heavy clawed legs, a double-decked Henry IV
buffet with three carved eagles on the top, and a small collection of rare antique silver. The

paintings, furniture, and objets d’art at the rue de Fleurus had, in a sense, helped establish
Stein’s credentials in Paris as a woman of taste and brilliance many years before her writings

found their way into print, and certainly before any of those writings were recognized as
significant. And these beautiful things had attracted Toklas to Stein as well, for Toklas perceived

Stein and her possessions as one. Stein would later recall (in Toklas’s voice, in The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas) that these two American women had ended their first
afternoon together in the late summer of 1907, after a stroll through the Luxembourg Gardens,
with a dish of praline ice, “just like [the ices in] San Francisco.”11 Beautiful home furnishings,

beautiful homey foods, and beautiful places to call home would always be central to Stein and

Toklas’s shared life, and would attract others to them just as surely as Stein’s extraordinary

personality and avant-garde writings. Toklas’s domestic activities were in that way a significant
aspect of the Gertrude Stein salon, if not of Stein’s own genius. Giving, feeding, sharing,

nurturing—as well as the endless amounts of typing, filing, and other sorts of secretarial work

that came with assisting a self-proclaimed genius—were just a few of the ways in which Toklas
actively participated in Stein’s long, slow rise to acclaim.The two lived relatively quietly until the

1933 publication of Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas. That delightful, gossipy
account of Toklas’s (and Stein’s) life among the geniuses and near geniuses of modernism—
including Picasso, Braque, Matisse, Apollinaire, Marie Laurencin, and Hemingway—had
launched Stein as a popular writer and cultural icon, and in doing so made Toklas a minor

celebrity in spite of herself. The two were immediately understood by the American reading

public as inseparable, for the book was written by Stein in Toklas’s voice and described their

shared life, home, and friends in a way that established the two were one. As the painter Maurice

Grosser, Stein and Toklas’s friend and neighbor, later observed, “Gertrude’s Autobiography of
Alice B. Toklas is made up word for word of the stories I have heard Alice tell. In fact, the
autobiography presents an exact rendition of Alice’s conversation, of the rhythm of her speech

and of the prose style of her acknowledged works. It is such a brilliant and accurate pastiche that

I am unable to believe that Gertrude with all her genius could have composed it and I remain
convinced that the book is entirely Alice’s work, and published under Gertrude’s name only

because hers was the more famous.”12Coming to America together on a speaking tour in 1933

to 1934, the two women crisscrossed the country on a combination publicity campaign and
sightseeing tour, enjoying the adventure even as Stein established herself as an American

literary celebrity. But they were not tempted to remain—France was now their home. Likewise six
years later, when World War II began, they simply relocated from Paris to their rented country
home near the Swiss border, intent on remaining in France for the duration, just as they had

during World War I.When the region was liberated in 1944, CBS radio correspondent Eric
Sevareid, who had met Stein in Paris in 1938, thought that a “re-discovery” of her in the little

town of Culoz might make good copy. He brought along a Time-Life photographer and three

other reporters on his mission, and as a result, Stein’s “liberation” was widely covered not only
by CBS radio, but also by The Baltimore Sun, the Washington Evening Star, Collier’s magazine,
The New York Herald Tribune, The New York Times, and, most memorably, Life.13Stein

concluded her “liberation” interview with Sevareid by presenting him with the typescript of Wars I

Have Seen, a book she had written while holed up in Culoz. Sevareid delivered the manuscript
to Random House editor in chief Bennett Cerf just a few weeks later, and Cerf rushed it into
print. The timing was perfect; the book ultimately proved the greatest commercial success of
Stein’s lifetime. America had gone wild for the magazine and newspaper stories about these two

dotty American literary ladies, elderly but resolute, who had been so miraculously liberated from

the Nazis. And readers likewise snapped up Stein’s book about toughing it out in France through

the two world wars.Throughout 1945 and 1946, Stein continued to put herself before the

American public by lecturing at American army bases in Europe, and also by appearing
whenever possible in magazines: the August 6, 1945, issue of Life showed a particularly

memorable series of photos of Stein and Toklas visiting the ruined terrace of Hitler’s Berghof at
Berchtesgaden, with Stein’s oddly whimsical essay “Off We All Went to See Germany” as an
accompaniment. With this return to celebrity, Toklas later wrote, “our home again became a

salon,” with distinguished visitors from the worlds of art, politics, and culture all finding their way

to the rue Christine. There were also “constant visits from American GIs,”14 few of whom were
ever turned away. Even Ernest Hemingway, who had been so enraged about Stein’s treatment of

him in The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, now patched things up with her, bawdily joking to a
mutual friend that he had “always had an urge to fuck her.”15* * *Then Stein died. After the

shock of it, and the burial at Père Lachaise, and the hundreds of letters and telegrams, Toklas

slowly began the process of settling the estate. And at first she felt relatively secure of her

financial position because, by the terms of Stein’s will, the extraordinary collection of paintings,

drawings, and other artworks would remain with her for the duration of her lifetime, and she was
also to receive an allowance out of Stein’s capital* to continue her life at the Paris apartment.

The will also stipulated that, should Toklas find herself in additional financial need, the estate
might sell off works from the art collection to help pay for her “proper maintenance and

support.”16 But then things became more complicated, since the art collection was ultimately to

be inherited by Stein’s nephew Allan—a sickly, debt-ridden businessman who lived in the

Parisian suburb of Garches with his second wife. And though the will had two trustees—Allan
Stein and Alice Toklas—it was probated in Baltimore, where a court-appointed administrator was

to oversee all issues relating to the estate. When Toklas requested additional money to settle

some debts after Stein’s death, the administrator sold no artworks on her behalf, and sent her no
additional money.As a result, Toklas now found herself in some of the most difficult financial

circumstances of her life.* Her most immediate challenge was in paying for heat, as the
apartment on rue Christine, with its eighteen-foot-high-ceilings and single-glazed French doors,

had never been adequately heated, not even when coal was plentiful. Now, with coal both

scarce and expensive (most of the railway lines that transported it to Paris had been destroyed),

Toklas had no choice but to close down most of the apartment and use a portable kerosene

heater to warm one corner of the one room where she sat daily to work. But the kerosene was
expensive too, and it gave off sickening fumes. “We’re all possessed of more taste than shekels,”

Toklas observed in a letter to her dear old friend Louise Taylor in war-ravaged England; and
nowhere was that statement more deeply felt than in Toklas’s own Paris sitting room—
chockablock with modernist masterpieces, yet threadbare, and as cold as an icebox.Of course

Toklas was not alone in her misery. Paris had not been bombed during the war, but Parisians
suffered tremendously from hunger and cold during their four years under the Occupation. The

Germans had done their best to seize and export the majority of the nation’s food supplies (by
some estimation, 60 percent of it) and the ration cards they had grudgingly doled out to
Parisians had allowed only between 1,067 and 1,325 calories of food per day, even though an

adult not engaged in heavy labor required a minimum of 2,400 calories daily.* As a result, most
Frenchmen had not had enough to eat in more than four years and lived in perpetual cold from

September through May. Food rationing would remain in place through 1948, with black-market

foods remaining prohibitively expensive during that time. Yet Toklas, like so many other
Parisians, had no choice but to pay these outrageous black-market prices or else go

hungry.Restaurants, too, remained pretty much out of reach for Toklas. Even a modest bistro

meal (without anything to drink) now cost about 120 francs, or $1. Before the war, the equivalent
meal would have cost a tenth that price, and would have included a generous amount of wine. A

restaurant meal with a half bottle of wine now cost between 350 and 700 francs ($2.80 to $5.60),

but it was still served without butter or other dairy products, which were only available on the
black market. There was no getting around such prices either: all basic foods now cost at least
ten times what they had in the prewar years.17These shortages and hardships were just one
aspect of France’s devastation. France had experienced more than 600,000 French mortalities

(both military and civilian) during the war, and out of France’s total population of approximately
40 million, more than 1 million had been either killed, wounded, or disabled. (And these losses

came on top of France’s combined military and civilian casualties from World War I, which were
upward of 1.7 million.) At the end of the Second World War, 1.8 million French buildings had

been destroyed; 5,000 bridges had been blown up; and 60 percent of the country’s railroad
stock had been ruined; meanwhile half the livestock had been killed or stolen, and three-

quarters of all its agricultural equipment had been lost. The total loss to France was estimated to
be half its national wealth, or the total earnings of all Frenchmen for two years; and the estimated

cost of the war for France was ultimately calculated at $98 billion (in 1945 dollars; roughly $1.25
trillion today). France’s economic recovery, meanwhile, was now hindered by shortages of coal,

gasoline, electricity, transportation, and manpower.Added to these very specific miseries were
postwar revelations about genocide, about the massive destruction of France’s cultural

patrimony, about collaborationist treachery, and about the new threat of atomic annihilation—all
of which contributed to the general and ongoing sense of despair. As one of Toklas’s favorite

younger writers, Sybille Bedford, later noted, the French in particular seemed to live with “a

national sense of irreversible bereavement” because they had seen two world wars on their soil,

and in each they had suffered devastating losses of family, friends, and property as well as a
profound national humiliation. “If they managed to keep a glow on life,” Bedford wrote, “it was
because of their sensuous vitality, their readiness to enjoy what life had to offer, or what they
made it offer; their cultivated and articulate capacity for taking life physically: their passion for

food, their due regard for bed.”18 Toklas, taking courage and inspiration from the Frenchmen

and -women around her, did her best to stay strong as well. “I have my meals on a tray in the
salon to avoid the expense of heating two rooms,” the seventy-four-year-old bohemian wrote five

years after she had lost Gertrude Stein. “The winter queues are beyond my endurance and
winter marketing is difficult and costly—to walk to the central markets and return with my baskets
is out of the question.… [One] keep[s] one’s strength for where it is most needed.” Her aged feet,

misshapen by arthritic swellings, could no longer fit into proper shoes, and her sandals (custommade for her by Isadora Duncan’s brother, Raymond) did little to protect them from the cold. But

Toklas had always been a woman of spirit, and in the same letter (to Isabel Wilder, Thornton

Wilder’s sister), she noted that she had just received three old friends that afternoon who were
by now equally habituated to postwar Parisian hardships: the writer Natalie Barney, the painter
Romaine Brooks, and Élisabeth de Gramont, Duchess of Clermont-Tonnère—all of whom had

required nothing more than a pot of tea and some cigarettes to think their chilly afternoon with
her a roaring success.* * *Toklas had daydreamed constantly of food during the war and its

immediate aftermath. She was a lifelong reader of cookbooks and a woman of hearty appetites,
and she had sought out the best of French cuisine since her arrival in Paris in 1907. During her

years with Stein, she also became a good (if sporadic and idiosyncratic) amateur cook. Even so,

she began to think seriously of writing a cookbook only in 1947, after sending off the last of
Stein’s manuscripts, papers, and collected correspondence to the Beinecke Library at Yale
University. The new cookbook project seems to have filled the emptiness created by the
departure of the papers, over which she had labored for so many years as typist, proofreader,

and archivist. But she had a more practical motive in picking up her pen, as well: she wanted
access to the good, cheap, plentiful foods (and Pall Mall cigarettes) that were just then available

only to qualified Americans through the embassy and military. “It came to me if I could get
recipes printed in some [American] magazine I’d be as eligible [to shop at the American

Embassy Commissary] as [novelist] Richard Wright,” she wrote a friend, “so why not gather my
recipes—make the cook book and get a job.”19The project was slow to evolve. Her first idea had

been to write an anthology of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French recipes—she had
been collecting (and cooking) such recipes ever since arriving in France, and she hoped that by
translating them into American measurements and writing intriguing headnotes, she might be

able to tempt American readers into similar adventures of culinary time travel and cross-cultural

exchange. But the poet and political activist Sherry Mangan warned her off the idea, saying it
was far too complicated for simpleminded American readers, and adding that furthermore,

“Americans never read foreign recipes.” Realizing that she needed more information on the

American way of doing things, Toklas asked her American friend W. G. Rogers to “please send

me a copy of a magazine called the Gourmet.”But then, for a while, the cookbook idea was backburnered, for the worst of her food difficulties were unexpectedly resolved by Virginia Knapik, a

friend who worked at the American Embassy. Knapik simply lied on Toklas’s behalf, declaring

that Toklas was her aunt—thereby securing Toklas the embassy’s “cellar privileges” to its good
and inexpensive foods, cigarettes, and liquor. Just in time too, because Toklas’s relationship with
Allan Stein suddenly deteriorated, and her stipend once again seemed endangered. “He’s a
horror—we don’t meet any more frequently than necessary—and then I don’t listen to him,” she

wrote a friend.20 She was at that point attempting to get Stein’s many unpublished literary

manuscripts into print, and from long experience she knew that doing so would probably require
a financial subsidy from the Stein estate—something that, like her stipend, was contingent upon

the decisions of the Baltimore executor and the assent of Allan Stein.And she had other

distractions to contend with. Each spring, along with the first fine weather, American tourists
would begin to write or telephone her, asking to see the Gertrude Stein art collection. Toklas did

not like to have people in without offering them a refreshment, so she would prepare tea and
something to go with it: lemon shortbread was a favorite, or, for special guests, visitandines,*

little white cakes somewhat similar to madeleines. “A veritable invasion of compatriots and other
foreigners … fill the flat and my time,” she wrote her friend Annette Rosenshine in June 1948.

“But as they come because of Gertrude there seem[s] to be nothing else to do [but entertain

them].” Shopping, cooking, and hosting so many near strangers was not easy for a

septuagenarian troubled by arthritis and lack of funds, but doing so helped her keep Stein’s
memory alive. The compliments she received on her baking, meanwhile, bolstered her
confidence in writing a cookbook.* * *In many ways, Toklas had been preparing all her life to

do just that. “Cook-books have always intrigued and seduced me,” she would later admit; “when I
was still a dilettante in the kitchen they held my attention, even the dull ones, from cover to cover,

the way crime and murder stories did Gertrude Stein.”21 Although she had grown up in a home
where servants did all the cooking, she had taken a gentlewoman’s interest in knowing how to

cook, what to serve, and the right way to serve it. Her acquaintance with French food,

meanwhile, was long-standing, for despite the Toklas family’s German-Jewish roots, their cooks
in San Francisco had always cooked French food for them. Still, as she later put it, “before

coming to Paris I was interested in food but not in doing any cooking.”22Only by living in France
had she slowly become aware of the many fine (and different) cooking traditions that existed

within that country—not only of haute cuisine and cuisine bourgeoise, but also the incredibly
varied regional cuisines: Norman, Alsatian, Burgundian, and Provençal dishes would all find

their way into her cooking repertoire. Her exposure to the various forms of French cooking was

broadened as well by her social mobility: throughout the first half of the twentieth century Toklas
dined in the finest restaurants and grandest private homes, but she also ate in the most humble

restaurants and artists’ studios. Like A. J. Liebling, she knew and enjoyed the cooking of both the

rich and the not-so-rich.Cooking had ultimately become an important aspect of her life with
Gertrude Stein: Stein, in fact, had first encouraged Toklas to express her creativity in the kitchen.
Toklas’s first dishes for Stein consisted of “the simple dishes I had eaten in the homes of the San

Joaquin Valley in California—fricasseed chicken, corn bread, apple and lemon pie.”23 Such
modest attempts—undertaken primarily to soothe homesickness—would broaden and escalate
over the coming years, with Toklas collecting French recipes of historical, cultural, regional, or
personal significance and then re-creating them as special treats for Stein and for their friends.

She had also learned a good deal about cuisine bourgeoise by watching their various

housekeepers, particularly their first, Hélène, who was tremendously gifted in the kitchen (but

who felt very strongly that Toklas herself ought not to cook, for cooking was the job of a servant).
Finally, of course, there was the cooking Toklas had done at the château they rented for so many
years at Bilignin, which after all was a mere fifty miles southeast of Bourg-en-Bresse, capital of
the Ain department, in a region justly famous for its chickens and for its farm produce, and
“recommended by the Guide Gastronomique … [for its fine] market and provision shops.”24

Toklas’s hands-on, garden-to-table cooking at the château, supplemented by these fine local

ingredients, ultimately endowed her with an acute awareness of the importance of terroir.Even

though Toklas did not cook daily in Paris—that work fell to their various housekeepers, so long

as they had one—she did enjoy cooking for special occasions, as when she decorated a cold
poached sea bass, quite colorfully, for Picasso: “I covered the fish with an ordinary mayonnaise
and, using a pastry tube, decorated it with a red mayonnaise … [and then made] a design with

sieved hard-boiled eggs, the whites and the yolks apart, with truffles and with finely chopped
fines herbes. I was proud of my chef d’oeuvre … and Picasso exclaimed at its beauty. But, said
he, should it not rather have been made in honor of Matisse than of me.”25 (He was right, of
course: the fish had been decorated in bright colors more characteristic of Matisse.) Toklas had
also been known to step in and help friends in the kitchen, as in the comedic set piece in The

Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, when Picasso and his mistress Fernande are on the verge of a
dinner party crisis, and Toklas saves the day by taking Fernande out shopping, then cooking up

Fernande’s riz à la Valencienne (better known by its Spanish name, paella valenciana) in the
apartment of Max Jacob. More often, however, Toklas simply became excited about a particular

ingredient—such as wild strawberries, or the beautiful baby vegetables from the Bilignin garden

—and selected a radically simple preparation that showed off that exquisite item to best

advantage.As she sifted through a lifetime’s worth of recipes, Toklas found herself coming back,
as ever, to the realization that all of her cooking was intimately related to Stein. It was Stein, after

all, who had been at the center of every meal and gathering, who had supported and

encouraged all her efforts in the kitchen, and who had provided Toklas with a new cookbook to
read and enjoy each Christmas. Even during the darkest winter of World War II, while the two
were holed up in Culoz, Stein had somehow managed to arrange that “the 1,479 pages of

Montagné’s and Salles’s The Great Book of the Kitchen* passed across the [enemy] line[s] with

more intelligence than is usually credited to inanimate objects.” Toklas had adored that hefty and

extravagant Christmas present, observing that “though there was not one ingredient obtainable

it was abundantly satisfying to pore over its pages, imagination being as lively as it is.”26 During
that same hungry year, Stein and Toklas discussed collaborating on a cooking-related project—

for Lucien Tendret, the nephew of Brillat-Savarin and author of the brilliant and fantastical
cookbook La Table au Pays de Brillat-Savarin, was the grandfather of their Culoz landlady. (The

much-loved book had in fact been written in Culoz after Tendret had retired from his law practice
in Belley.) Upon signing the lease for their Culoz house, Stein and Toklas were presented “a

copy of this delectable book” by Tendret’s grandson, and they immediately recognized the

genius of its writing. One of the most erudite (as well as amusing) French cookbooks, La Table
au Pays features recipes that begin with epigraphs from Plato, and a preface that can only be

described as a tour de force of gastronomic historiography. (Richard Olney would write about it
frequently, and adapt several of its very complicated recipes for the home cook; Julia Child,
meanwhile, owned a first edition.)La Table au Pays was all the more precious to Toklas and Stein
because it described fine foods and food preparations specific to their little subregion of the Ain,
known as the Bugey. The idea of translating the book into English became even more exciting

when they discovered another, related text: the Tendret family recipe book—a book of everyday
dishes that were entirely different from those fantastically complicated preparations Tendret had
so lovingly described in La Table au Pays. These were instead the simple dishes that Tendret
and his family had regularly been served by their skilled family cook. In the end, however, Stein
and Toklas had abandoned the project because, as Toklas later noted, “the recipes [of La Table

au Pays were] exciting to read but are not useful even today [when the war is over]. Take for
instance Lobster, Breast of Chicken and Black Truffle Salad”—a salade composée requiring not

only lobster, capon, and truffles but also endive, ham, and turkey.As she prepared to write her

own cookbook, Toklas was grappling with another, more fundamental problem: her identity as a
writer. Throughout their life together, Stein had been the writer, and Toklas had no desire now to

usurp her deceased partner in that role. Moreover, there was the question of confidence: Toklas
had not published anything since she was seventeen, when she had “sold a joke for five dollars

to Life.”*27 And, in truth, since the 1933 publication of The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas,

Toklas’s voice actually seemed to belong more to Stein than to herself, for Stein had captured it
so brilliantly in that fine and amusing bestseller.The question, then, of how she might now

establish her own voice (or, looked at another way, how Toklas might now live up to Stein’s

earlier evocation of it) was daunting. Particularly since, as Stein had once noted (in Toklas’s

voice), Toklas found writing so difficult: “I am a pretty good housekeeper and a pretty good

gardener and a pretty good needlewoman and a pretty good secretary and a pretty good editor
and a pretty good vet for dogs and I have to do them all at once and I found it difficult to add

being a pretty good author,” The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas had ended. “About six weeks
ago Gertrude Stein said, It does not look to me as if you were ever going to write that
autobiography. You know what I am going to do. I am going to write it for you … and she has and

this is it.”28Given such a precedent, could Toklas come up with an equally brilliant narrative

strategy, one that could respond to Stein with the same playfulness that Stein had once
responded to Toklas—and with an equal (and equally tacit) testimony that, above all else, the

two were one?Was it possible, in other words, for this cookbook to be more than a cookbook?*

* *As the 1940s came to an end, Toklas was once again distracted from her cookbook writing
project, this time because she wanted to place Stein’s entire art collection in a single museum

where it would be known in perpetuity as “the Collection of Gertrude Stein.” Of course, she faced
total opposition in this project from Allan Stein, since Gertrude Stein had designated that the

collection was to go to him when Toklas died, to do with whatever he liked. When Toklas
presented Stein’s cash-strapped nephew with her plan to sell the entire collection to the Yale art

museum at a knockdown price, he very firmly told her no. “Allan Stein refuses not only to

cooperate but will make everything as difficult as possible—he has commenced to assert

himself with cold aggression,” Toklas wrote a friend at about this time. “He will definitely obstruct
wherever he can.”29When not obsessing on Allan Stein’s disloyalty to his late aunt Gertrude,

Toklas was doing other things to make sure that Stein’s memory was honored. When the
Metropolitan Museum, which had received Picasso’s Portrait of Gertrude Stein as a direct
bequest from Stein, immediately placed the painting on a several-year loan to the Museum of

Modern Art—an institution Stein had always loathed, and to which she left nothing—Toklas

wrote a series of outraged letters, which ultimately resulted in the early return of the painting to
its Stein-designated institution.Toklas’s personal correspondence also kept her quite busy—and

through it, to her delight, she received a number of cooking-related gifts. In truth, many of her
friends were eager that she escape her depression, anger, and lingering grief by writing her

cookbook. At one point a box of American kitchen gadgets arrived from Samuel Steward, along
with replacement “twirlers” for the Mixmaster he had shipped to her from Chicago in late 1939.*

Because Toklas had dropped and broken the Mixmaster’s bowl in July 1940, she also requested
and received two “beautiful opaline bowls”30 from Isabel Wilder via her brother, Thornton, who

brought them over to Paris in his luggage. (Toklas subsequently wrote Isabel a thank-you note

including two recipes—for gougères and for potato quenelles—that worked beautifully using the
mixer and its new bowls.) She also received a selection of American cookbooks from Stein’s old

friend W. G. Rogers* and his wife, Mildred. Thornton Wilder, who knew little about cooking,

showed his support by bringing Toklas little delicacies whenever he visited: chocolate, tinned
lobster, and, most important, cartons of Pall Mall—good American cigarettes, like strong black
coffee, being an absolute necessity for the Alice B. Toklas kitchen.Other friends encouraged her

differently. Joe Barry, the American journalist who had been driving Stein and Toklas to the Loire

when Stein fell ill, offered her a room as a paying summer guest at the little country place that he

and his wife kept in Montmorency, a rustic village in the hills just north of Paris. Toklas was

particularly taken with Naomi Barry, describing her as “one of those frightfully energetic women
who are so gentle and low keyed and nonchalant that one scarcely realizes how much she is

capable of accomplishing in a day’s work.”31 Their house was simple and charming, its
overgrown garden filled with neglected apple and pear trees. Together with Naomi Barry—a fine

home cook who would ultimately become a leading food correspondent for the Paris Herald
Tribune and a regular contributor to Gourmet—Toklas gathered apples good enough for the

homey, American-style pies Stein had once so loved. During the same stay, Joe Barry gently
encouraged Toklas not to limit herself socially to people she had known in the years before
Stein’s death, referring to them as “friendships in aspic.”32 He assured her that new friendships

and new opportunities awaited, if only Toklas cared to experience them. Toklas seems to have
realized he was right. Even Basket, the second of the two poodles she had shared with Stein,

was now as “thin as a hound at the feet of his master on a gothic tomb.” As she wrote to
Thornton Wilder in 1949, “It doesn’t seem reasonable to suppose he’ll be well again [and that’s]
not easy to accustom oneself to. He has filled the corners of the room and the minutes and me
so sweetly these last years.”33
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Beard, Lulu's Provençal Table: The Food and Wine from Domaine Tempier Vineyard, Reflexions,
Remembrance of Things Paris: Sixty Years of Writing from Gourmet (Modern Library Food), Ritz
and Escoffier: The Hotelier, The Chef, and the Rise of the Leisure Class, My Place At The Table:

A Recipe for a Delicious Life in Paris, A Kitchen in France: A Year of Cooking in My Farmhouse:
A Cookbook, The Physiology of Taste: or Meditations on Transcendental Gastronomy (Vintage
Classics), The Art of Eating: 50th Anniversary Edition, A Bite-Sized History of France:
Gastronomic Tales of Revolution, War, and Enlightenment, Blue Trout and Black Truffles: The

Peregrinations of an Epicure, Taste Makers: Seven Immigrant Women Who Revolutionized Food
in America, Chez Panisse Menu Cookbook, An Omelette and a Glass of Wine, 32 Yolks: From
My Mother's Table to Working the Line

Paris fan, “Get your seat at this historic dinner party!. A sumptuous banquet of a book like having
an intimate dinner with some of the 20th century's foodiest of foodies! Slip into your chair
between Julia Child and Alice B. Toklas (who met each other several times in Paris) or nudge
your way to get the seat next to M.F.K. Fisher! A fascinating read for Paris fans, cooks, history
buffs or all of the above!”

P. Stern, “A fun and carefully researched book. This is a successful book and a pleasure to read.

I found that it worked particularly well in two ways: (1) it introduced me to several new and
fascinating figures working and writing about French food in the immediate post-war period --

particularly Richard Olney and Alexis Lichine; (2) for both these people and other, more familiar
figures (Julia Child, A.J. Liebling), Spring manages to braid together the various lives so that

they take on a quality of "more than the sum of their parts." We get a new vantage point not just

on his subjects, but on a period in history characterized by infatuation with French food/wine and

new expressions of a willingness to learn.There are many sharp observations and deep learning
on the subject of how French food and wine have had an impact on the US. I have to say,
though, that if you are interested in the rise and fall of French cooking *as a cuisine* in this
country, Paul Freedman's "Ten Restaurants that Changed the World" is a better book.

Freedman, a professional historian, has an uncanny ability to see the long arc and make
felicitous generalizations about cultural trends.”

Raymond A. Souza, “Well Writen Multiple Biography. Highly Recommended. A surprisingly

interesting multiple biography of six people and their contemporaries from the end of WWII to
the 70's/80's. Generally tells the story of how American's learned about and absorbed French
cuisine into our culture. Fascinating details about these people's lives and the part that each of
them played in this transformation.On top of that, Justin Spring is a great writer so the book is
hard to put down. One of my favorites.”

V. M. Badertscher, “Foodies in mid century Paris. I found this book to be fascinating because I

love cooking and writing. someone with no particular interest in food (beyond getting something
to eat) may not be so excited. I was introduced tp food writers I had not known previously, and

renewed acquaintance with 'old friends' like M.F.K. Fisher and Julia Child. One of the results of
reading The Gourmands is an expanded "to be read" list.”

Mark H J, “An informative and entertaining read. I found this book so compelling I didn’t want to

stop reading it. The authors style keeps you wanting more. I can’t wait to see some of his other
books!”

Theo Smit, “Irresistible to a person of a certain age. If you are like me and grew up with: Julia

Child, Richard Olney, MFK Fisher etc a book like this is irresistible. Original, instructive and well

written. I loved it. But if you are much younger I wouldn't know. You'd have to interested in

American culinary history and or French food. These people were very important to Alice Waters
and her ilk. So that might be a link, but otherwise I otherwise. Or maybe you're just interested in a
good read then this would be a good choice too.”

Denise, Ottawa, “Great book - am totally loving it. I have just started reading this book, and I love

it. I have already read about, or books by, Julia Child and MFK Fisher, and am really enjoying
learning about these other food/cooking authors whose work was also influential. Very wellwritten and full of information. I am really pleased I bought it.”

The book by Justin Spring has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 61 people have provided feedback.
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